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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the depictions of non-Western musical cultures in 
the following Disney films: Aladdin (1992), The Lion King (1994), and Mu/an 
(1998). Since these films are targeted at children, they need to be investigated in 
terms of what messages they communicate and how these messages are 
perceived by young audiences. This research includes close examination of the 
films in question, as well as literature on Orientalism, Exoticism, Disney history, 
and child aesthetics and cognition. Additionally, interviews were conducted with 
children aged four through eleven. This research highlights the importance of 
cross-cultural collaborations and further investigation into children's music. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
For approximately seventy-four years, Walt Disney Pictures has been 
producing short cartoons and feature films that are targeted at young audiences.1 
Several of these movies are set in non-Western cultures such as those found in 
China, Saudi Arabia, and Africa. Each of the movies that will be discussed in this 
thesis contains original musical compositions that in some way suggest the 
cultures in which the movies are set. 2 While the music is written in Western 
classical, popular, and film music styles, non-Western musical characteristics 
such as instrumentation and scales are used or hinted at in order to create sonic 
pictures of "otherness." What results are compositions that represent non-
Western cultures and yet remain predominately Western. While the details vary 
between films, these musical incorporations are often inaccurate and based on 
generalized Western ideas of what the music of non-Western cultures sounds 
like. The incorporated material, even when based on actual non-Western music, 
is re-worked in and surrounded by a Western framework. 
My goal in this thesis is to explore the role of Orientalism or Exoticism in 
select compositions from the following movies: Aladdin (1992) The Lion King 
(1994), and Mu/an (1998) and the potential consequences of such depictions. I 
will address the following questions: Is Disney trying to incorporate non-Western 
1 The first Disney feature film was Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in 1937. From this point on, 
Walt Disney Studios will often be referred to simply as "Disney". 
2 The music for these movies has been written primarily by Alan Menken, Elton John, Time Rice, 
Howard Ashman, Matthew Wilder, David Zippel , and Hans Zimmer. 
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musical characteristics accurately or merely give an impression of the "other"? 
What does the nature of these representations reveal about the Walt Disney 
Company and Disney's film music? Additionally, I will examine other factors that 
may have influenced Disney's cultural representations, such as child aesthetics, 
cognition, and developmental psychology. 
The Role of Disney in American culture 
Most Americans have likely seen a Disney film or heard an original Disney 
composition at some point in their lives. With a hand in film, television, radio, 
theme parks, and a multitude of household products, Disney has become a 
household name. It has also become a leader in animation, leaving all other 
contenders to deal with the company's legacy "implicitly, either in imitation of 
Disney style or in rebellion against this style."3 
As it has been noted by several scholars, Disney is an influential 
economic and cultural force recognized globally as a supplier of family 
entertainment and as a communicator of values in modern life.4 Disney is a large 
part of many children's childhoods, providing, as Ward has suggested, "many of 
the first narratives children use to learn about the world."5 
In fact, it is this young age of Disney's target audiences that makes their 
3 Waller A Hastings, "Walt Disney and the Roots of Children's Popular Culture" The Lion and the 
Unicorn 20, no. 2 (1996): 264. 
4 See Annalee R. Ward, The Rhetoric of Disney Animated Film, (Texas: University of Texas, 
2002) , 1. 
5 Ibid. , 1. 
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cultural representations potentially problematic. Young audiences are not just 
being entertained by Disney films; they are gleaning messages about values and 
morality that will shape their view of the world. Needless to say, screen media is 
just one of many ways in which a child learns about the world. Information about 
other cultures can also come from parents, friends, school curricula, and 
elsewhere. However, messages about the world are nevertheless imparted 
through film and television -- messages that may or may not be contradicted by 
other sources of education in a child's life. This is precisely why research on 
Disney's films is relevant and needed in academia. 
How Children Watch Film and Television 
Several factors contribute to the extent to which the information presented 
on screen is encoded and internalized by children. A positive emotional response 
to humorous material, for example, heightens children's attention levels and 
contributes to a higher internalization of content.6 Humor is frequently used in 
Disney films, often through slapstick humor, comical facial expressions, or verbal 
jokes. Research has also shown that children absorb moral lessons through film 
and television better when an authoritative voice outside of the cast of characters 
interrupts the action and explicitly explains the intended lesson.7 This is a 
6 See Rebekah A. Richert, Michael B. Robb, Erin I. Smith, "Media as Social Partners: The Social 
Nature of Young Children's Learning From Screen Media," Child Development 82, no. 1 (2011 ): 
82-95; Jennings Bryant, "Creating Vigilance for Better Learning from Television ," Handbook of 
Children and the Media (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2001 ), 153-181 ;and Shalom M Fisch, 
Children 's Learning from Educational Television: Sesame Street and Beyond (Mahwah, NJ: 
Erlbaum, 2004). 
7 Richert, "Media as Social Partners." 
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technique that is not often employed in Disney films. 
When dealing with fictional animated films, it should not be forgotten that 
young children often have difficulty distinguishing between fact and fiction. As 
Schrag has explained: 
These first stories are not subjected, in the minds of those young children who view them, 
to the test of narrative fidelity. These children are in the process of constructing the 
criteria against which they will judge the narrative fidelity of other studies.8 
The question must be asked: do young children assume that everything 
they see in movies or on television is reality, or just a portion of it? Much of this, 
of course, depends on the age of the child. While infants under fifteen months do 
not yet grasp that the images on the screen are two-dimensional figures that they 
cannot reach out and touch, older children are more discriminatory.9 Richert, has 
elaborated on this change: 
By preschool, children have begun to discriminate between people who provide reliable 
information and people who do not, a discrimination that is likely extended to television 
shows and characters. Given their abilities to choose who to rely on for information, we 
may expect preschool children to understand that certain television shows or characters 
provide relevant information about the outside world whereas others do not, and 
preschool children may be more likely to learn from some shows than others. 10 
Richert's statement indicates that children around three years of age do 
not oelieve absolutely everything they see in films. Yet what factors determine 
8 Robert L. Schrag, "Narrative Rationality and 'First Stories' : Pedagogical Implications for 
Children's Television," Communication Education, 40 no. 4 (1991): 231. 
9 Sophia L. Pierroutsakos and Georgene Troseth, "Video Verite: Infants' Manual Investigation of 
Objects on Video," Infant Behavior & Development 26 (2003): 183-199. See also Richert, "Social 
Media as Partners." 
10 Richert, "Media as Social Partners," 86. See also Paul L. Harris, "Trust," Developmental 
Science 10 no. 1 (2007): 135-138. 
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which media sources young children believe are real? A study done by Fisch has 
shown that: 
When a character more closely resembles a viewer, emotional investment with a program 
increases, and the likelihood that viewers will learn educational content also increases.11 
Many of Disney's protagonists are Anglicized through their appearance 
and their values, therefore potentially appealing to a larger audience and lending 
credibility to these characters.12 By age seven, children are also more likely to 
emulate these characters and form parasocial relationships with them.13 
Furthermore, a study done by Harris in 1991 determined that even though young 
children can often distinguish between real and pretend characters, they tend to 
believe that fictional characters have the ability to "transmigrate", or cross over 
into the real world. 14 It is for this reason that young children so thoroughly enjoy 
11 Richert, "Media as Social Partners," 87. See also Shalom M. Fisch, "Characteristics of Effective 
Materials for Informal Education: A Cross-Media Comparison of Television, Magazines, and 
Interactive Media," The Design of Instruction and Evaluation: Affordances of Using Media and 
Technology (Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, 2004): 3-18; and Barbara J. Wilson, "Media and Children's 
Aggression, Fear, and Altruism," The Future of Children 18 no. 1 (2008): 87-118. 
12 One contemporary television character who is quite popular is Dora the Explorer, by 
Nickelodeon. While Dora is not Anglicized , her popularity can possibly be attributed to the 
growing Latino population in the US. Dora does not need to be Anglicized in order to be 
successful because she already appeals to this expanding demographic. 
13 Cynthia Hoffner, "Children's Wishful Identification with and Parasocial Interaction with Favorite 
Television Characters," Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media 40 no. 3 (1996) : 389-402. 
Parasocial relationships "describe the interactions between media users and the people or 
characters on screen, in which users respond to on-screen figures as though they were in a 
typical social relationship (e.g., via empathic responses, feelings of companionship} , even though 
there is no socially contingent interaction." See Richert, "Media as Social Partners", 88, and; 
David Giles, "Parasocial Interaction: A review of the Literature and a Model for Future Research," 
Media Psychology 4 no. 3 (2002): 279-305. 
14 Paul L. Harris, Emma Brown, Crispen Marriott, Semantha Whittall , and Sarah Harmer, 
"Monsters, Ghosts and Witches: Testing the Limits of the Fantasy-Reality Distinction in Young 
Children," British Journal of Developmental Psychology 9 no. 1 (1991): 105-123; and Lili Ma and 
Angeline S. Lillard , "Where Is the Real Cheese? Young Children's Ability to Discriminate Between 
Real and Pretend Acts," 
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meeting actors dressed as their favorite characters at theme parks. For children, 
the line between reality and fiction is a fine one. Ma has described this 
conundrum as follows: 
Young children may have the pretense-reality boundary 'in place,' but it is not yet firm , so 
that under some circumstances children become confused about certain elements of 
pretense and reality. As a result, features of pretense may sometimes cross the boundary 
and 'seep into real ity' .15 
Even if a child does not think that specific characters are real , he or she 
may not be aware that a fictional depiction is inaccurate and not based in reality. 
If children perceive Disney's cultural depictions as being truthful to any extent, 
then serious consideration must be given to the messages that Disney 
communicates about these cultures. 
Content 
In the next five chapters, I will explore Disney's depictions of non-Western 
cultures as seen in Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an. Although Disney has 
represented non-Western cultures in a large number of cartoons and feature 
films, this thesis will focus almost exclusively on these three movies. 16 These 
films were chosen for three reasons. Firstly, they were all released within a span 
of seven years, so they represent a very specific time in Disney history. Because 
they were all produced in the 1990's, they were also created by many of the 
same musicians and Disney employees. Lastly, each of these films incorporates 
Child Development 77 no. 6 (2006): 1762-1777. 
15 Ma, "Where Is the Real Cheese?" 1762. 
16 Other examples include Peter Pan (1953) and Pocahontas (1995). 
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non-Western musical characteristics to varying degrees rather than relying solely 
on Western classical or popular musical styles. 
Chapter two of this thesis will define Orientalism and Exoticism and 
discuss the extent to which they are present in the cultural depictions in Aladdin, 
The Lion King, and Mu/an. Orientalist tropes, musical, textual, and visual, will be 
discussed, as well as the nature of Disney's cultural representations. I will 
address the assumptions and generalizations that are conveyed in the films, and 
the degree to which American cultural values are encoded in these portrayals. 
While the music will be the overall focus, this section will also address non-
musical aspects of the films that may potentially serve as Orientalist signifiers. 
Once the Orientalist aspects of the films have been fully investigated, 
chapter three will examine other possible reasons for the amount and the nature 
of non-Western elements in the music. This section will address issues of child 
musical aesthetics and cognitive development, Disney's background research in 
preparation for each film , and the function of music in the movies. 
Chapter four will delve into the foundations of the Walt Disney Company 
as well as Walt Disney's personal statements. In looking at interviews and early 
works done by Walt Disney, I will delineate his philosophies and attitudes 
concerning the portrayal of non-Western cultures. Furthermore, I will examine the 
political and corporate climate leading up to the 1990's, and assess how Disney's 
cultural depictions are dictated by this climate as well as by the overarching 
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principles of the Walt Disney Company. 
Chapter five will provide the results of my fieldwork. The data from my 
interviews will be used to support ideas that have been presented in earlier 
sections of the thesis. I will then provide a final critique in chapter six. 
What Has Been Done 
In previously published literature, there have thus far been no in-depth 
examinations of Disney's cultural depictions. There has, however, been a small 
amount of literature on the presence of Orientalism in Aladdin, The Lion King, 
and Mu/an, as well as on feminism in Mulan.17 There has also been research 
conducted regarding children's aesthetic preferences, musical and visual , and 
their cognitive development. 18 A great deal of this research will be cited in this 
thesis. Additionally, there have been numerous books and movies written about 
Walt Disney and the history of the Walt Disney Company.19 
17 Most of this information has been found on informal biogs. See also Jack G. Shaheen, Reel 
Bad Arabs: How Hollywood Vilifies a People by (New York: Olive Branch Press, 2001) ; Alan 
Nadel, " A Whole New (Disney) World Order: Aladdin , Atomic Power, and the Muslim Middle 
East," Visions of the East: Orienta/ism in Film (1.B. Tauris and Co Ltd, 1997) ;and Sheng Mei-Ma, 
The Deathly Embrace: Orienta/ism and Asian American Identity (Minnesota: University of 
Minnesota Press, 2000). 
18 Some pertinent stud ies from these fields have focused on children 's musical and visual 
aesthetic preferences, and how these preferences relate to their development. These studies are 
relevant to this research because Disney's films are targeted specifically at children , which is a 
demographic that has its own set of musical and visual predilections. 
19 For example, see Steven Watts, The Magic Kingdom: Walt Disney and the American Way of 
Life, (Missouri, University of Missouri Press, 1997). 
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The Films 
Before delving into the issues that will be addressed over the next four 
chapters, I will give a brief description and background information for each of the 
films that will be discussed. 
Aladdin was released on November 2, 1992. It was directed by Ron 
Clements and John Musker, with music by Alan Menken, Howard Ashman, and 
Tim Rice. The film is about a young man named Aladdin who lives on the streets 
of Agrabah, Saudi Arabia, stealing what he needs to survive each day. His 
sidekick, Abu, is a little monkey who follows him around and emits comical 
vocalizations. Aladdin's love interest is Princess Jasmine, whom he encounters 
when she wanders away from her palace in disguise. Hungry for power, the 
villainous Grand Vizier Jafar recruits Aladdin to retrieve a magic genie lamp from 
the Cave of Wonders. Aladdin rubs the lamp himself after the cave collapses on 
him, releasing a genie who offers him three wishes. Aladdin uses his first wish to 
become a prince so that he can woo and eventually marry Princess Jasmine. 
Once she discovers that he has deceived her, however, she grows angry with 
him. Realizing Aladdin's true identity, Jafar throws him into the ocean with a 
weight around his ankle. Aladdin is able to escape certain death by rubbing the 
lamp and using his second wish to have the genie rescue him. Jafar and his 
henchman Iago then steal the magic lamp, making Jafar the genie's new master. 
Jafar uses his first two wishes to become the new Sultan and the most powerful 
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man in the world. He uses his powers to banish Aladdin and Abu to a frozen 
wasteland. Aladdin returns to Agrabah to find Jasmine and her father enslaved. 
He fights Jafar, who has now taken the form of a gigantic cobra, defeating him by 
getting Jafar to wish to be a genie so that he can have unlimited power. Jafar 
gets his wish and is imprisoned in the lamp, and Aladdin uses his final wish to 
. free the original genie. 
The Lion King was released on June 24, 1994. It was directed by Roger 
Allers and Rob Minkoff, with music by Elton John, Hans Zimmer, and Tim Rice. 
The Lion King is a story about a young African lion named Simba whose father, 
Mufasa, is the King of the Pride Lands. Simba's uncle, Scar, is the antagonist of 
the film. While Simba is learning how to rule, Scar plots to murder Mufasa so that 
he can usurp the throne. When Scar eventually succeeds in killing Mufasa, he 
convinces young Simba that it was his fault and that he should flee and never 
return home. Simba heeds Scar's advice and goes to live with Timon the meerkat 
and Pumba the warthog in the jungle. Years later, Simba's childhood friend Nala 
finds him and tells him how badly Scar has been treating the kingdom. After 
some convincing from Nala and the wise mandrill Rafiki, Simba returns home, 
battles Scar, and assumes his role as King of the Pride Lands. 
Mu/an was released on June 18, 1998. It was directed by Tony Bancroft 
and Tony Cook, with music by Jerry Goldsmith, David Zippel, and Matthew 
Wilder. The movie is about a young woman named Mulan living in China who 
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does not feel as though she is living up to her family's expectations. When her 
injured father is ordered to go to war, Mulan disguises herself as a male warrior 
and takes his place in the military. She is aided by Mushu, a tiny wise-cracking 
dragon who wants to help her succeed in bringing honor to her family so that he 
can impress her ancestors and be promoted. Mulan's cleverness makes her well-
suited for the army, and she helps her troops to win multiple battles until her 
commanding officer, Shang, discovers that she is a woman. Mulan is then 
discharged from the military. However, when she learns of a plot on the 
emperor's life, she travels to the Forbidden City to save him. Shang has not 
forgiven her for her earlier deception, nonetheless she works together with 
Mushu and Shang's troops to defeat Shan-Yu, the leader of the Huns. In the end, 
she returns home to her parents and is later visited by Shang. 
Relevance 
As Dines has explained in her documentary Mickey Mouse Monopoly 
(2001 ), "encoded in media images are ideologies about how we think about the 
world: belief systems, constructions of reality."20 If millions of children watch 
Disney's films, either once or repeatedly, the messages being communicated to 
them about non-Western cultures demand attention. Children's music and in 
particular children's film music is a substantial aspect of American culture, and it 
has been vastly overlooked in the field of ethnomusicology. An exploration of the 
20Mickey Mouse Monopoly: Disney, Childhood, and Corporate Power. Directed by Gale Dines 
(Northampton, MA: Media Education Foundation, 2001). DVD. 
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genre of children 's film music and the cultural values encoded in its compositions 
will provide us with a deeper understanding of American culture, especially as it 
impacts our younger and thus future generations. 
In the next chapter, I intend to explore the concepts of "Exoticism" and 
"Orientalism" and assess the extent to which these concepts apply to the Disney 
films in question. I will examine the type and frequency of the incorporation of 
non-Western musical elements and discuss the possible presence of Orientalism 
and Exoticism in the three films. 
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Chapter 2: Orientalism and Exoticism 
In order to analyze the presence of Orientalism and Exoticism in Disney 
movies, we must first define exactly what these terms mean in relation to this 
subject matter. While this terminology has been used in a myriad of scholarly 
articles and books, most scholars have based their definitions on those put forth 
by Edward Said and Jonathan Bellman, who have established themselves as 
authorities on the subject. These will be the definitions that I will use to critique 
Disney's films. 
Edward Said's 1978 book Orienta/ism examines Western cultural , political , 
and historical representations of the East. Said offers several definitions of 
Orientalism, all of them interdependent. The first is relatively innocuous: 
Anyone who teaches, writes about, or researches the Orient---and this applied whether 
the person is an anthropologist, sociologist, historian, or philologist-either in its specific 
or its general aspects, is an Orientalist, and what he or she does is Orientalism.21 
The second, more commonly used definition of the term refers to 
Orientalism as a "body of ideas, beliefs, cliches, or learning about the East."22 
This school of thought divides the world into two unequal halves, based upon "an 
ontological and epistemological distinction made between 'the Orient' and (most 
of the time) "the Occident'."23 Orientalist portrayals in art, music, film, and 
literature are frequently overrun with stereotypes and generalizations, all 
perpetuating the "otherness" of the Orient. Inherent in these portrayals is the 
21 Edward Said, Orienta/ism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), 2. 
22 Ibid., 205. 
23 Ibid., 2. 
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suggestion of Western superiority, "the very acknowledgement of difference 
carries within it an implicit comparison and judgment."24 
Exoticism, to use Jonathan Bellman's definition in The Exotic in Western 
Music is "the borrowing or use of musical materials that evoke distant locales or 
alien frames of reference."25 This is often done to create a romanticized vision of 
the Orient that contrasts with the industrialized West. In the practice of Exoticism, 
"musical gestures from the alien culture are assimilated into a more familiar style, 
giving it an exotic color and suggestiveness." 26 However, this musical borrowing 
is not about the sincere study of non-Western cultures so much as the creation of 
a Western art form with exotic allure. 
While Orientalism and Exoticism are similar concepts, the two terms are 
not interchangeable. Exoticism refers strictly to the borrowing of foreign matter, 
while the material in Oriental works may either be borrowed or simply fabricated. 
Orientalism is therefore the broader concept, as it can exist with or without 
Exoticism. Exoticism, however, often occurs in conjunction with Orientalism 
since the issue of fair representation presents itself whenever foreign material is 
incorporated. 
The use of Exoticism in Disney movies is indisputable; Disney openly 
admits to embedding elements from non-Western music, art, and architecture 
24 Jonathan Bellman, The Exotic in Western Music (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1998, 
xii. 
25 Ibid ., ix. 
26 Ibid., ix. 
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into their films. What is troubling is the fact that, while this incorporation 
undoubtedly takes place, the music of Disney's films remains predominantly 
Western and children accept these representations largely unquestioned, owing 
to the fact that children "are more vulnerable, more persuadable, than adult 
audiences."27 Regardless of Disney's intentions, this representational imbalance 
has alarming implications. The very act of incorporating these foreign musical 
references into a Western framework is a demonstration of control and power 
over the "Other". By sorting through and choosing which musical characteristics 
of a culture are used to represent it (and how), Disney is implying that they have 
the right to control the representation, and to render the "Other" safe by 
surrounding it within a Western framework. 
The issue of control and representation grows more ambiguous when one 
takes into account Disney's collaborations. For example, The Lion King's 'The 
Circle of Life" was composed by Elton John and Hans Zimmer, with the help of a 
native African musician named Lebo M. Wanting to turn the strictly pop piece into 
a "fully-realized African-flavored melod[y]", Zimmer invited Lebo M. to write the 
Zulu lyrics for the beginning of "The Circle of Life" as well as various other parts 
of the film .28 According to Zimmer, Lebo M. served as a "tour guide" for the 
27 Robert Schrag, "Narrative Rationality and 'First Stories': Pedagogical Implications for Children's 
Television ," Communication Education 40 no. 4 (1991): 221. 
28 Lebo. M's music is used when Rafiki informs adult Simba that he knows who he is, when 
Simba follows Rafiki through the jungle, and in the final scene when Simba takes his place as 
king . The Disney team was so inspired by Lebo M.'s compositions, that an additional album was 
produced, called Rhythm of the Pride Lands. This album featured pieces that were not used in 
the film , as well as other original compositions. The majority of these compositions were written 
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incorporation of African musical characteristics, working with the composers and 
giving input in order make the music of The Lion King sound more authentically 
South African .29 
In 1994, Lebo M. and musical production manager Andy Hill travelled to 
Mmabatho, South Africa to record this music with thirty local singers.30 "It wasn't 
what a bunch of Hollywood people trying to do what we thought Africa should 
be", explains Chris Montan, president of Walt Disney Music; "It was somebody 
from that place who was able to express his feelings about that place."31 
The fact that Disney, in this case, invited a native African to choose how 
he wanted his own culture's music represented ameliorates some of the 
concerns of Orientalist representation. Yet more questions arise. What guidelines 
or instructions was Lebo. M given regarding the music he was to compose? Was 
he asked for input as to how or when the music would be used within the film? 
Regarding "The Circle of Life", it sounds as though Lebo M. was granted 
complete compositional freedom, which was indicated in an interview with 
Zimmer. Having worked with Lebo M. on a past project, Zimmer explained that 
he "very quickly figured out the best way to handle him was to not control 
him ... just let him at it."32 
and performed by Lebo. M. 
29 Production of The Lion King, (1994). http://www.mylionking.com/theatre/lk/production/DVD. 
30 The Lion King Production Notes. May 1994. http://www.lionking.org/text/FilmNotes.html 
31 Production of The Lion King. 
32 Ibid. 
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Does this collaboration absolve Disney from any imperialist implications 
when it comes to The Lion King? Or does it only lessen the suggestion of 
Disney's power over the "Other"? It is important to note that while John and 
Zimmer gave Lebo M. a voice in "The Circle of Life", no such collaborations exist 
in the compositions of Mu/an or Aladdin. Critics of Aladdin, particularly the 
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, commented that collaborations 
with Arab or Arab-American lyricists or musicians might have prevented Disney 
from creating such "disturbing" and "offensive" depictions. 33 
Are the cultures in question being depicted in a disturbing and offensive 
manner? It is clear that Disney is emphasizing difference and portraying these 
cultures as the quintessential "Other"-but in what light is this "Other" being 
characterized? Is this sense of "otherness" in the films linked to qualities of 
evilness and depravity? To begin answering these questions, we must examine 
the films' music, characters, and imagery. 
Orientalist Music 
Aladdin opens with "Arabian Nights", a musical number designed to 
introduce viewers to Saudi Arabia and set the tone for the plot of the film. As 
images of desert landscape fill the screen, a husky male voice croons the 
following lyrics: 
33 Marvin Wingfield and Bushra Karaman, "Arab Stereotypes and American Educators'', 
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, March 1995, 
http://www.adc.org/index.php?id=283 
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Oh I come from a land in a faraway place 
Where the caravan camels roam 
Where they cut off your ear if they don't like your face 
It's barbaric, but hey- It's home! 
This opening stanza is a prime example of Orientalist composition, 
immediately focusing on the notion of "difference". Before listeners are even told 
that the film takes place in Saudi Arabia, they are told that the setting is "a 
faraway place". The music then expounds the ways in which the people of Saudi 
Arabia are different from Westerners: they ride on camels, and they cut off the 
ears of their enemies. Within the first thirty seconds of the film, "Arabian Nights" 
characterizes Saudi Arabia as violent and barbaric. 
After the film's release, The American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee 
(ADC) filed a complaint against Disney for the misrepresentation of Arabs in 
Aladdin. Their primary complaint was regarding the violent lyrics in "Arabian 
Nights", which the ADC felt "perpetuat[ed] the tired stereotype of the Arab world 
as a place of deserts and camels, of arbitrary cruelty and barbarism."34 When the 
film was released on video, the lyrics had been changed to the following: 
Oh I come from a land in a faraway place 
Where the caravan camels roam 
Where it's flat and immense and the heat is intense 
It's barbaric, but hey-it's home!35 
34 Wingfield and Karaman, "Arab Stereotypes and American Educators". 
35 Aladdin. Directed by Ron Clements and John Musker. Walt Disney Pictures, 1992. DVD. 
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Note that while the third line of text had been changed, the fourth line, with 
its declaration of barbarism, remained unaltered. The fact that this was left in 
suggests that Disney was more concerned with appeasing the ADC and 
removing inappropriately violent references than with depicting Arabs favorably 
and accurately. 
In addition to the presence of the controversial lyrics, other musical 
elements of "Arabian Nights" give the song a dark, ominous quality. The husky 
timbre of the singer's voice aligns him with Disney villains rather than with the 
protagonists, who often have a clearer timbre and a gentler quality to their 
voices. The loud cymbal clashes are abrupt and startling. The piece also makes 
use of the tritone, a tonality that is unsettling for many Western audiences. These 
musical qualities, in conjunction with the controversial lyrics, characterize Saudi 
Arabia as a place of danger. 
The song "Honor to Us All" from Mu/an contains problematic lyrics as well. 
The musical number occurs several minutes into the film. Mulan and her family 
have already been introduced, and now the film must introduce "China." This 
scene takes place in what appears to be the village center. Mulan is brought into 
several buildings, and the women of the village prepare her to see the 
matchmaker. She is bathed, coached, dressed, and styled, while the women 
explain what is expected of her as a female. The text is not violent, like "Arabian 
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Nights", but misogynist. While assisting Mulan, the women sing the following 
words: 
Men want girls with good taste 
Calm, obedient 
Who work fast-paced 
With good breeding 
And a tiny waist 
You'll bring honor to us all 
Here, the characters outline an idealized woman: beautiful, well-bred, and 
subservient. They go on to describe a woman's duties in life: 
A girl can bring her family 
Great honor in one way 
By striking a good match 
And this could be the day 
This song depicts China as a country where people believe that a 
woman's worth is dependent on her marital status and fertility. This idea is 
reiterated in the following verse: 
We all must serve our Emperor 
Who guards us from the Huns 
A man by bearing arms 
A girl by bearing sons36 
36 Mu/an. Directed by Tony Bancroft and Barry Cook. Walt Disney Pictures, 1998. DVD. 
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It is important to note the multiple references to honor and servitude in this 
song. Honor is mentioned numerous times in "Honor to Us All", as well as 
throughout the film. It is impressed upon audiences that the attainment of honor 
is of deep importance to Mulan and to Chinese culture. In communicating that 
honor is inextricably linked to marriage and child-bearing , then, Disney is 
communicating that Chinese culture holds the belief that a woman's main goal 
should be finding a husband. This is an idea that is perpetuated throughout the 
film, beginning with the addition of a love story into the tale. 
Disney's Mu/an is based on the epic poem The Ballad of Mu/an, a well-
known Chinese story that did not have an element of romance. The female 
warrior is a common trope in Chinese mythology and literature, important to 
Chinese culture because it asserts "over and over again that women can do 
anything men can do."37 Furthermore, anthropologist Steven P. Sagren explains 
that strong female roles in Chinese mythology: 
.. . may provide insights into Chinese culture repressed by normative convention in the 
more self-conscious self-representations of Chinese culture familiar to us in Chinese 
philosophy and elite literature.38 
Mulan, therefore, is a significant character in Chinese literature because 
of her role as a female warrior. At the end of the original tale , Mulan returns to 
37 Susan Mann, "Presidential Address: Myths of Asian Womanhood," The Journal of Asian 
Studies 59, no. 4 (2000): 842. 
38 Steven P. Sangren, "Gods and Familial Relations: No-Cha, Miao-Shan, and Mu-Lien," Unpubl. 
Paper (1993); Mann, "Presidential Address", 840; Steven P. Sangren, "Myth, Gender, and 
Subjectivity," Hsian Chu Bank Endowed Lecture Series on Thought and Culture, 1997. 
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her family, alone, and carries on with her life as usual. In the Disney version, she 
is followed home by Shang, her commanding officer and romantic interest. 
Disney most likely included this romance so that Mulan would fit the model 
of a Disney princess. As England, Descartes, and Collier-Meek explain in 
"Gender Role Portrayal and the Disney Princesses," the typical story arch of a 
Disney Princess is as follows: 
The princesses participated in stereotypically masculine activities, such as conducting 
diplomacy and war, yet plot resolutions reflected traditionally valued outcomes for 
women, such as the princess being paired with the ~rince and choosing to retu rn to 
family life rather than pursuing novel opportunities.3 
Mulan is not technically a princess at any point in the story, but Disney 
treated her as though she was. Although her romance was likely added for the 
purpose of branding, Disney seems to be implying with this addition that the plot, 
as well as the character, is incomplete without a husband. In The Ballad of 
Mu/an, however, saving China from the Huns was enough to make Mulan an 
appealing character. 
Disney's stance is vocalized by several lines of dialogue in the film , often 
spoken by Mulan's grandmother. When Mulan initially returns home after saving 
China, her grandmother exclaims: "Great, she brought home a sword . If you ask 
me, she should have brought home a man! ,"implying that her time in the military 
would have been better spent looking for a husband. At no point in the film is the 
39 Dawn England, Lara Descartes, Melissa Collier-Meek, "Gender Role Portrayal and the Disney 
Princesses." Sex Ro/es 718 , no.64 (2011): 25. 
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issue of needing a man verbally contradicted. The problem here lies not with 
Disney's depiction of Confucian ideology, but with the film's emphasis on these 
philosophies that detract from Mulan's role as the quintessential female warrior 
figure. 
Along with adding romance to the story, Disney also included a small 
dragon, Mushu. While the addition of this character may have been to make 
Mulan more of a Disney princess (each princess has a sidekick), Mushu's 
presence is troublesome.40 As Chen Ken points out in "The Shadow of Mu Shu 
Dragon", Mushu is "inserted into the story" as an "omnipresent male 
protagonist. "41 Unlike most Disney sidekicks, he has his own agenda and his own 
goals that he is working to achieve.42 While Mushu is non-existent in the original 
story, he is essential to the plot of the film . In fact, it is Mushu-not Mulan-who 
ultimately kills off the villain, Shan Yu. This occurs during the final battle scene. 
Mulan is pursued by the villain, and when the time comes, Mulan backs away 
and it is Mushu who fires the firework into the villain. There are several other 
points in the movie where Mulan sets up the film's masculine characters to 
perform acts of valor and dispose of enemies. This would not be so bad, if it were 
not for the contrast between Disney's Mulan and the original. The Mulan in Ballad 
40 It could be argued that even without Mushu Mulan still would have had a sidekick. 
Her cricket and her horse follow her through the story and each has distinct personalities. 
41 Chen Ken, "The Shadow of Mu Shu Dragon", Chinese Sociology and Anthropology 32 no.2 
~1999) : 25. 
2 Mushu's goal is to protect Mulan and to help her succeed in bringing honor to her family, so 
that he can be promoted by her ancestors to the role of a guardian. 
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of Mu/an was cunning and possessed great military skills; Disney's Mulan runs 
from the enemy and highlights the abilities of her male companions. 
The problem with Disney's anti-feminist implications is that the tale is 
framed as a traditional Chinese story, and Disney's ideologies are being voiced 
through Chinese characters. These ideologies are most likely a reflection not 
only of the company's beliefs, but what the company believes Chinese culture's 
beliefs to be. On the one hand, China is depicted as a culture that subjugates 
and undervalues women. On the other hand, the fact that Mulan is a female 
warrior who helps save her people from the evil enemy, suggests that these 
"Oriental" women may be stronger than the cultures allow them to be. This is also 
suggested by Aladdin's heroine Jasmine's desire to break out of the palace 
grounds and choose her own partner in life. These actions could either be a 
testament to the characters' strength or an assertion of the superiority of 
contemporary Western values. 
Images 
In addition to Orientalist ideas being communicated through musical 
compositions, The Lion King, Aladdin, and Mu/an also utilize many visual 
Orientalist tropes. These images capitalize on common Western knowledge of 
foreign cultures, perpetuating common stereotypes of these cultures. 
Mu/an uses many codified images to signify China: crickets, plum 
blossoms, lanterns, fireworks, The Forbidden City, and The Great Wall of China, 
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for example. Because of their frequent use in the media, Western audiences 
seeing the film will already associate many of these images with China. The most 
prevalent Orientalist signifier in Mu/an is, by far, the dragon, which is used in 
Chinese culture as a symbol of auspicious power. Throughout the film, dragons 
are nearly everywhere: on walls, cannons, statues, flags, et cetera. According to 
scholar Sheng-Mei Ma, "ultimately, the dragon becomes a banal image, a stand-
in for Asians and Asian Americans. "43 Disney takes full advantage of this 
Orientalist trope, saturating Mu/an with it. 
Several Orientalist tropes are also used in Aladdin, specifically deserts, 
camels, and swords. Regardless of Disney's agenda, the use of these symbols 
creates a particular image of life in Saudi Arabia. All three of these tropes 
primarily create a sense of difference, distinguishing Saudi Arabia as separate 
from modern America, less developed and backwards in comparison, the latter 
with cities and cars instead of deserts and camels. These images are 
consistently used in the media in the portrayal of Arabs, contributing to this 
falsified image of life in the Middle East. In "Reel Bad Arabs: How Hollywood 
Vilifies a People", scholar Jack Shaheen surveyed over nine hundred fi lms and 
determined that nearly all of them contain generalized, Orientalist 
representations of Arabs. Shaheen posits that images such as the dangerous 
desert and ominous music have become so codified in Western media that 
43 Sheng-Mei Ma, "Mulan Disney; It's Like, Re-Orients: Consuming Ch ina and Animating Teen 
Dreams," The Deathly Embrace: Orienta/ism and Asian American Identity, (Minneapolis; London: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2000): 126-143. 
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representations now take on an amusement park-like quality: 
We have this fictional setting called Arabland, a mythical theme park. And in Arabland, 
you have the ominous music, you have the desert as a threatening place, we add an 
oasis, palm trees, a palace that has a torture chamber in the basement. 
In Aladdin, as Shaheen has expressed, Disney capitalizes on images 
associated with Arabs that are prevalent in the media, and uses it to conjure up a 
pre-existing , fallacious image of the Middle East. 
Along with camels and deserts, the movie features an abundance of grisly 
guards wielding giant swords. These weapons become a focal point during the 
first few scenes in particular-- the swords are referenced and zoomed in on 
numerous times. Not only does this continue to establish Saudi Arabia as 
"different'', it also characterizes them as especially "violent". The guards carry 
their swords throughout the public marketplace of Aladdin's Saudi Arabia, 
communicating to audiences that this violence pervades even the most banal of 
settings. The marketplace in Aladdin, much like the village center in Mu/an, is 
particularly important because it is used to show a myriad of background 
characters, displaying what the citizens of Saudi Arabia are supposedly like in 
their daily lives, at least as perceived by the children who watch these Disney 
films. In Aladdin, the marketplace scenes show audiences that a typical day in 
Saudi Arabia is full of fear and violence. 
Although Aladdin is fictional, it is nonetheless fraught with political 
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implications since a man-made product can never be entirely nonpolitical. This is 
a point that Said has addressed, explaining that a person can never be fully 
detached from "the circumstances of life, from the fact of his involvement 
(conscious or unconscious) with a class, a set of beliefs, a social position, or from 
the mere activity of being a member of a society."44 These factors influence 
one's works, unavoidably bringing along individuals' biases and beliefs. 
This becomes particularly evident in the scene where Princess Jasmine 
ventures out into the marketplace for the first time. When she hands an apple to 
a starving child and then walks away without paying, a burly merchant pulls out 
his sword and is about to chop off her hand before Aladdin comes to her rescue. 
This exchange communicates two ideas about Arab culture to audiences. The 
first is that a person is unsafe in Saudi Arabia, because anyone at any time might 
have a sword with them (not just guards). The second is that the country has 
strict rules and harsh punishments, and is insensitive to the suffering of starving 
children. All of these traits portray Saudi Arabia as different from the U.S. and 
play into Said's second definition of Orientalism whereby the Occident is 
contrasted with the O,rient as polar opposites, thereby reducing or denying the 
common humanity of the "Orient". 
44 Said, Orienta/ism, 10. 
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Characters 
In addition to Disney's use of visual and sonic tropes in their films, the 
movies also contain several Orientalist character depictions. 
One of the most troublesome aspects of Disney's characters is the racial 
division between the protagonists and the villains. In all three films, especially 
Aladdin and The Lion King, the villains are designed to have dark, foreign 
features while the "good guys" appear lighter and bear more of a resemblance to 
Western Caucasians. 
In The Lion King, for example, the characters are drawn mainly in shades 
of light to medium brown, with the exception of the main antagonist, Scar, and his 
hyena henchmen. While Scar's body is brown, his long main is black, a stark 
contrast from the light manes of the "good" characters. Likewise, the dastardly 
hyenas are drawn in shades of gray and black. Since there is such a clear visual 
distinction between villains and the righteous characters, the film is essentially 
sending a message that lighter is better. In The Lion King's Africa, darker skin--
or fur-- is something to be afraid of. 
This racial separation coinciding with morality occurs in Aladdin as well. In 
this film, the corrupt characters such as Jafar, the guards, and the burly merchant 
are distinguished by dark skin, hooked noses, and foreign accents. The 
protagonists, however, Aladdin, Princess Jasmine, and the Sultan all have 
lightened skin and Anglicized features, an aspect of the film that the ADC called 
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"disturbing" in their complaint against Disney.45 This was no accident on Disney's 
part. Princess Jasmine, for instance, was based on a woman named Beth 
Allen .46 Allen is the younger sister of Supervising Animator Mark Henn, and she 
is Caucasian-not Middle Eastern. 
The Anglicization of Princess Jasmine is reinforced by the music 
associated with her. Her musical motifs are consistently and distinctly Western in 
terms of scale, meter, and instrumentation. This becomes particularly evident in 
the marketplace scene. While the film focuses on all the nameless Arabian 
characters in the marketplace, such as the fire-breather and the fish salesman , 
the music the audience hears is the beginning of "Arabian Nights". As a result, 
we hear the Middle Eastern hijaz mode with its minor second intervals as we are 
shown images of dark-skinned, foreign-looking Arabians. However, this musical 
theme comes to a halt when Aladdin , and subsequently the film , focuses in on 
Princess Jasmine. When this change occurs, the music shifts into a stringed 
melody in C major, focusing on the first and fifth scale degrees, which provide a 
reassuring sense of familiarity for a Western audience. 
This musical characterization of Princess Jasmine has a duel function . 
Firstly, forming an association between Jasmine and Western music has the 
same effect as the Anglicization of her appearance. By linking Western music 
with Jasmine and Arab-sounding music with the eerie merchant from the 
45 Wingfield and Karaman, "Arab Stereotypes and American Educators". 
46 The Making of Aladdin. Directed by Steve Kroopnick. 1992. DVD. 
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beginning of the film, Disney is again implying that Western-ness is tantamount 
to "goodness". It also makes Jasmine more relatable to Western audiences. By 
Anglicizing her in multiple ways, Disney is ensuring that audiences will relate to 
and sympathize with Jasmine. 47 
The second function of Jasmine's Anglicized musical and visual 
characterization is to establish her role as a captive, which is a prominent 
character type in Orientalist works. Certainly, it can be argued that Princess 
Jasmine is indeed a prisoner. The first time audiences see her, she laments that 
she is stuck in her castle and has never been permitted to venture outside its 
walls. Her words of frustration regarding the marriage process also indicate that 
she feels trapped by the laws of Saudi Arabia, since she does not have the 
freedom to choose who she will marry. 
Often, the exotic female captives in Orientalist works are light-skinned and 
are not accompanied by foreign-sounding music.48 Mary Hunter explains it well in 
"The Alla Turca Style: "As captives, the women deserve sympathy; that is why 
the basic musical means used are not 'Oriental"' 49 
In addition to captives, Orientalist works often contain highly sexualized 
women. This character type is embodied by the three belly dancers that appear 
twice during the film to represent the changing attitudes of the Arabian citizens 
47 Mary Hunter, "The Alla Turca Style'', The Exotic in Western Music. (Boston: Northeastern 
University Press, 1998), 68. 
48 Rana Kabanni , Europe 's Myths of the Orient, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 
78-81. 
49 Hunter, "The Alla Turca Style". 
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toward the protagonist. At their first appearance, these women express disgust 
with Aladdin's poverty and thievery. Later in the film, when Aladdin is disguised 
as a prince, they fawn over and express their infatuation with him. Although their 
words and actions are never explicitly sexual, their skimpy outfits and desirous 
longing for Aladdin give the impression that they are Disney's toned-down, child-
safe version of the Oriental highly sexualized women. 
Mulan also embodies the common Orientalist "lotus blossom" character 
type, especially during the matchmaker scene. Kim and Chung have defined the 
stereotype as being "exotic, subservient, enticing , pampering , self-effacing , self-
sacrificing, and sensual." 50 These lotus blossom characters, Hagedorn adds, are 
often "child-like. "51 Mulan herself embodies the lotus blossom character type 
during this scene, submissive and eager to please. Although she breaks free 
from this character type, it is still referenced by the film . In fact, she is even 
referred to as a "lotus blossom" by the women in her village. 
Just as Princess Jasmine felt trapped by societal rules and expectations, 
Mulan can also be viewed as a captive in her surroundings. In The Ballad of 
Mu/an, our heroine volunteered to take her father's place in the army because 
she knew it was the best way to help her family. In The Disney version , however, 
she has additional motivations. From her Western pop ballad "Reflection", 
audiences learn that she struggles to fit into society, unable to fill the role of the 
50 Minjeong Kim and Angie Y Chung, "Consuming Orientalism: Images of Asian/American 
Women in Multicultural Advertising, " Qualitative Sociology 28, no. 1 (2005) : 80. 
51 Jessica Hagedorn. "Asian Women in Film: No Joy, No Luck," Ms4, no. 4 (1994): 74. 
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feminine lotus blossom. She takes her father's place then, partly to break free 
from the societal expectations of marriage and submission that were trapping 
her, and partly so that her "reflection would show someone [she] recognized."52 
The addition of the element of oppression of societal norms into the story 
contributes to the characterization of Mulan as a captive, who does not belong in 
this other world, in the Oriental mindset. According to the East-West dichotomy 
already created, if she does not belong there, then she must be "one of us".53 
The Lion King 
While The Lion King has been largely left out of the discussion of 
Orientalist music and images, this does not mean that the film does not contain 
broad, Orientalist generalizations. The Lion King is not saturated with offensive 
racial stereotypes. In fact, nearly all the characters are highly Anglicized, with the 
exception of Rafiki. Rafiki, a baboon, embodies an African wise man. He is the 
only character who speaks with an accent, and he walks around singing the 
traditional Kenyan chant "Asante Sana". These characteristics do not become 
problematic, however, because Rafiki is an intelligent, caring, and highly-
respected character. 
The problems arise when one considers the larger structural aspects of 
The Lion King, and the Orientalist generalizations that they may reinforce. Firstly, 
52 Mu/an. 
53 A clear case of the Orientalist female protagonist as captive is found in the opera Aida, wherein 
Aida is a captured Ethiopian princess held prisoner with many of her countrymen by the Egyptian 
royal family. 
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there is the unfortunate misconception that Africa is all one country, or that it is 
culturally monolithic. While The Lion King does not explicitly corroborate this 
notion, the fact that the film repeatedly refers to its setting simply as "Africa" with 
no specific region feeds into this Western misconception. Why did Disney, whose 
movies usually depict a very specific country or city, decide that The Lion King 
would inhabit an entire continent? Was South Africa too problematic politically 
under Apartheid to be their primary focus, even though their initial contacts were 
there? I will return to the question of politics in Chapter four. 
Furthermore, there is the misunderstanding that the only valuable aspect 
of Africa is its wildlife. Again, while The Lion King does not overtly adopt th is 
stance, it also does not contradict it. Amongst a cast entirely made up of animals, 
humans are never even mentioned. On the other hand, other Disney films that 
star animals (such as 101 Dalmatians or Aristocats) all take place with humans 
as part of the plot. The Lion King was the first Disney film to completely ignore 
the existence of human life. 
Although these production decisions may have been well-intentioned, they 
still bear serious implications. By choosing such a generalized setting and by 
focusing only on animals, Disney is contributing to a body of false ideas about 
Africa, making The Lion King an Orientalist work. 
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Conclusion 
It was my intention in this chapter to explore the presence of Orientalism 
and Exoticism in Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an through examination of the 
films' characters, music, and images. Two of the movies in question, Aladdin and 
Mu/an, contain strong examples of Orientalist character types, while all three 
contain generalized visual images of the depicted cultures. 
The music of these films has also been examined, to an extent, in that 
each film makes an attempt to add an element of "foreignness" in its score 
through the incorporation of non-Western instruments, rhythms, or tonalities. The 
extent to which these incorporations are offensive or harmful is debatable, as is 
the impact of musical collaborations. 
In the next chapter, I will examine the musical and artistic decisions made 
during the production of these three films to a greater extent in order to access 
Disney's possible motivations behind the details of these cultural depictions. 
Disney's background research will be taken into account, as will child 
development aesthetics and psychology. 
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Chapter 3: Alternative Motivations 
Although Orientalist ideas and signifiers can be found throughout Aladdin, 
The Lion King, and Mu/an, the representations of non-Western cultures in these 
films, musical and otherwise, may not have emanated from Disney's conscious 
feelings of superiority or imperialistic desires. To understand these films, one 
must explore them from every angle. A closer look into child aesthetics, child 
cognition, Disney's background research, and the function of music in these 
three films illuminates Disney's other potential motivations behind the details of 
their cultural representations. 
But first we must ask the following question: for whom are these movies 
made? Let us assume for the moment that Disney films are targeted mainly at an 
audience of American children. Who, then, does that consist of? 
Demographics 
In 2000, the U.S. Census Bureau reported the population of The United 
States to be 281.4 million, which was a considerable increase from the 1990 
population of 248.7 million.54 Given America's famously high level of racial 
diversity, it would obviously be a mistake to ignore the existence of diasporic 
communities and to imagine the country as a homogeneous, Caucasian society. 
America is multicultural, but to what extent? How many Americans during the 
54 See U.S. Census Bureau, "United States - Race and Hispanic Origin: 1790 to 1990"; U.S. 
Census Bureau, "Population by Race, Including All Specific Combinations of Two Races, for The 
United States: 2000." 
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1990's claimed Western European ancestry, and how many identified 
themselves as belonging to the cultures that Disney depicts in Aladdin, The Lion 
King, and Mu/an? 
Examination of reports from the U.S. Census Bureau helps to shed some 
light on these questions. Each year, the Bureau asks all adults living in the 
United States to indicate their race as well as the race of their dependents. Every 
decade, The Bureau creates detailed reports regarding American demographics 
in terms of age, sex, ancestry, housing patterns, and other categorical 
information. The Bureau has stated that the 
... racial categories included in the census questionnaire generally reflect a social 
definition of race recognized in this country and not an attempt to define race biologically, 
anthropologically, or genetically. In addition, it is recognized that the categories of the 
race item include racial and national origin or sociocultural groups. 55 
Since the films in question were released between 1992 and 1998, data 
from both 1990 and 2000 will be used to indicate the racial climate of The United 
States during the 1990's. 
In 1990, approximately 860,000 US citizens claimed Arab ancestry, a 
figure which later climbed to 1.2 million in 2000. Percentage-wise, this means 
that .35% and .42% of the population considered themselves Arabs in 1999 and 
2000 respectively. Out of this population group, 4,486 identified themselves 
55 U.S. Census Bureau, "State & Country Quick Facts", (2010.) 
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specifically as Saudi Arabian in 1990, which increased to 7,419 in 2000.56 The 
data for Arab children during 2000 is unavailable. 
In 1990, 30 million American citizens indicated that they were "Black" or 
"African American", which amounts to roughly 12.0% of the total population. 57 In 
2000, this number jumped to 34.7 million, or 12.3%. The Bureau defines this 
racial category as "a person having origins in any of the Black racial groups of 
Africa. It includes people who indicate their race as 'Black, African Am[erican], or 
Negro' or report entries such as African American, Kenyan, Nigerian, or 
Haitian."58 Of the 34.7 million African Americans in 2000, 6.7 million were aged 
nine or younger. 59 
In 2000, approximately 2.3 million American citizens claimed Chinese 
ancestry.60 Much to the dismay of Asian-American legislators and political 
groups, the 1990 U.S. census condensed all A~ians into the category of "Asians 
or Pacific Islanders", instead of offering a choice of the nine major Asian ethnic 
groups that had been on earlier censuses.61 Because ofthis, the number of 
Chinese Americans in 1990 is not currently available. Furthermore, the data 
56 U.S. Census Bureau, "Arab Population by Ancestry for the United States, Regions , States, and 
for Puerto Rico: 1990 and 2000." 
57 U.S. Census Bureau , "Difference in Population by Race and Hispanic or Latino Origin , for the 
United States: 1990 to 2000." 
58 U.S. Census Bureau, "State & Country Quick Facts", (2010). 
59 U.S. Census Bureau, "Population by Race and Hispanic or Latino Origin, for All Ages and for 
18 Years and Over, for the United States: 2000." 
60 U.S. Census Bureau, "First, Second, and Total Responses to the Ancestry Question by 
Detailed Ancestry Code: 2000." 
61 Stephen Braun, "Simpler 1990 Census Form Upsets Asian-Americans," Los Angeles Times 
(Los Angeles, CA) April 12, 1988. 
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specifically referring to Chinese American children are not available for the year 
2000. However, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that there were 1.4 million 
children with Asian ancestry living in The United States in 2000.62 An "Asian" 
American citizen is defined by The Bureau as "a person having origins in any of 
the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, or the Indian subcontinent." 
In 1990, 199.6 million people (80.2% of the population) identified 
themselves as "White".63 In 2000, this number was 211.4 million, or 75.1 % of the 
population. Out of this number, 28.2 million were aged nine or younger. 64 The 
Bureau defines a "White" person as "A person having origins in any of the 
original peoples of Europe, the Middle East, or North Africa. It includes people 
who indicate their race as "White" or report entries such as Irish, German, Italian, 
Lebanese, Arab, Moroccan, or Caucasian."65 Although Arabs are included in this 
description, the Bureau still considers them a minority. The data listed earlier in 
this thesis indicates how much of the population was actually from Saudi Arabia 
(4,486 out of 199.6 million). 
Does Disney attempt to make their films appeal to a multicultural 
audience, or do they target the White majority and trust that this will lead to 
profit? Let us imagine, for a moment, that a hypothetical movie is released in 
62 U.S. Census Bureau, "Total Population by Age, Race, and Hispanic or Latino Origin for the 
United States: 2000. " 
63 U.S. Census Bureau, "United States - Race and Hispanic Origin: 1790 to 1990." 
64 U.S. Census Bureau: "Population by Race and Hispanic or Latino Origin , for All Ages and for 
18 Years and Over, for the United States: 2000." 
65 U.S. Census Bureau, "State & Country Quickfacts", (2010). 
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2000. Let us also pretend that no non-White American families attend th.is film . If 
a third of the White population of children nine years old and younger do attend, 
each accompanied by one parent and each paying $5.39 for a ticket, this would 
result in a box office gross of roughly 101.3 million dollars. 66 Th.is would be 
considered a relatively successful movie, and this gross amount would earn the 
film a spot on the top 500 American box office h.its.67 
Of course, this example is oversimplified and there are many other factors 
to consider. Yet this calculation shows that Disney could hypothetically target 
America's White population alone and still make a decent profit. For the record, 
Aladdin grossed $217,350,219, The Lion King made $328,423,001, and Mu/an 
brought in $120,618,403. 
Music and Child Development 
The decision to incorporate only a small amount of non-Western material 
into Disney's musical compositions may not have been a value judgment so 
much as an attempt to appeal to the White majority of America, as mixed as this 
category may be. Caucasian American children in the 1990's, as well as many 
children with non-Caucasian ancestry living in the United States at this time, 
would have been familiar mainly with music written in Western classical or 
66 $5.39 was the average price for a movie ticket in 2000. See "Average U.S. Ticket Prices", 
National Association of Theater Owners, http://www.natoonline.org/statisticstickets. htm; 
"Adjusting for Ticket Price Inflation", Box Office Mojo, 
http://boxofficemojo.com/about/adjuster. htm. 
67 
"All-Time USA Box Office, Internet Move Data Base, March 23 2012, 
http://www.imdb.com/boxoffice/alltimegross. 
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popular styles. Current research in music cognition and child development 
suggests that the cultural environment and the age of these viewers are factors 
that affect their reactions to familiar and unfamiliar musical sounds. 
Psychologists posit that musical stimuli are interpreted by knowledge 
acquired through previous experience, also commonly referred to as 
"schemata".68 These schemata "may function as perception filters for acoustic 
frequency relationships , so that when music is perceived the listener attempts to 
fit or match its constituent intervals with those of schemata corresponding to 
culturally familiar scales."69 
In other words, a person's brain processes the sound of music by 
comparing it to the music that he or she is accustomed to hearing. After repeated 
exposure to a particular style, the musical characteristics take on a quality of 
"correctness" in the brain , causing unfamiliar characteristics to therefore sound 
incorrect. According to Lynch and Eilers, this "acquisition of native tonal 
schemata may account for the better perception of native than nonnative scales 
by children."70 These two scientists have also suggested that "infants are born 
with an equipotentiality for the perception of scales from a variety of cultures and 
that subsequent culturally specific experience substantially influences music 
68Carol L. Krumhansl, "Rhythm and Pitch in Music Cognition," Psychological Bulletin 126, no.1 
~~0~0) : 159-179 . . " . ' . . 
Michael P. Lynch and Rebecca E. Eilers, Children s Perception of Native and Nonnative 
Musical Scales," Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal 9, no. 1 (1991 ): 122-1 29. 
70 Ibid. 
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perception."71 Although scales are mentioned specifically here, these schemata 
also encompass other musical characteristics as well. 
For example, research has shown that Western adults and children who 
are at least one year old can more easily process typical Western rhythms than 
non-Western rhythms, indicating "culture-specific processing of some aspects of 
temporal structure after relatively limited exposure to music."72 It has also been 
determined that "music with highly unfamiliar rhythmic patterns might be judged 
as poor, due to listeners' inability to assimilate those rhythms to familiar rhythmic 
structures, which, in turn, could influence their processing of temporal and non-
temporal details."73 
The concept of the schema has been explored through various stud ies, 
including one conducted in 1982 by psychologists Krumhansl and Kiel. The pool 
of participants for this study consisted of fifty two children between the ages of 
six and eleven who were enrolled in public schools in Ithaca, New York. Each 
child was told that the researchers were trying to compose a song, and were then 
asked to rate short melodies in terms of their quality. This study found that 
"children six and seven years of age assign higher 'goodness' ratings to melodies 
constructed entirely from tones of the major scale than to melodies with some 
71 Michael P. Lynch, Rebecca E. Eilers, D. Kimbrough Oller, and Richard C. Urbano, "Innateness, 
Experience, and Music Perception," Psychological Science 1, no. 4 (1990): 272-276. 
72 Sandra E. Trehub and Erin E. Hannon, "Conventional Rhythms Enhance Infants' and Adults' 
Perception of Musical Patterns," Cortex 45, no. 1 (2009) : 110-118; and Erin E. Hannon and 
Sandra E. Trehub, "Tuning in to Musical Rhythms: Infants Learn More Readily Than Adults, " 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA, 102 (2005): 12639-12643. 
73 Trehub, "Conventional Rhythms Enhance Infants' and Adults' Perception of Musical Patterns." 
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nonscale tones."74 The children's strong preferences for melodies that ended with 
and were limited to diatonic tones "reflected the internalization of the diatonic 
scale structure of Western music at a relatively young age." 
Research has also been carried out using infants as young as four months 
old as participants. In 2010, Soley and Hannon conducted a study at Harvard 
University that assessed American and Turkish infants' reactions to meters in 
both Western and Turkish styles of music. The study participants came from 
specific geographical regions: Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Istanbul and 
Mardin, Turkey. Regarding the music that was used, "every effort was made to 
ensure that the Turkish and American samples were typical of the community 
from which they were drawn in terms of race, socioeconomic status, and 
language." 75 
The infants from Turkey, who had been familiar with both Western and 
Balkan meters prior to the study, displayed no strong preferences toward either 
meter type. The American infants, however, preferred temporally regular metric 
structures from Western music over the irregular structures of Balkan meter.76 
Since the participants were too young to verbally communicate their tastes, these 
preferences were indicated by length of attention given to each musical sample, 
74 See Glen E. Schellenberg and Sandra E. Trehub, "Culture-General and Culture-Specific 
Factors in the Discrimination of Melodies," Journal of Experimental Child Psychology 74 (1999): 
11 O; and Carol L. Krumhansl and Frank C. Keil , "Acquisition of the Hierarchy of Tonal Functions 
in Music," Memory and Cognition 10, no. 3 (1982): 243-251 . 
75 Gaye Soley, and Erin E Hannon. "Infants Prefer the Musical Meter of Their Own Culture: A 
Cross-Cultural Comparison ," Developmental Psychology Vol. 46, 1(2010): 286-292. 
76 Although all Turkish meter is not necessarily "Balkan", this is the term that Soley and Hannon 
used. 
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as well as by various physiological reactions. Soley and Hannon concluded that 
"infants' musical preferences appear to be driven by culture-specific experience 
and a culture-general preference for simplicity."77 
Soley and Hannon have also commented on the perception of non-
Western meters by Westerners of all ages: "Irregular meters [such as those often 
found in Africa, Asia, or the Middle East] are perceived and produced 
inaccurately by Western listeners, who tend to assimilate them toward simpler, 
more familiar patterns."78 These culturally-specific preferences are important to 
keep in mind when considering the amount of incorporated non-Western musical 
material in Disney films. If the music of Aladdin had been written primarily using 
Middle Eastern maqams instead of Western scales, young audiences would 
perceive the interval sizes as incorrect rather than understanding that Saudi 
Arabia uses a different modal system than Western music. 
Of course, it is possible that no one at Disney had taken cultural 
aesthetics or developmental psychology into account while producing the films of 
the 1990's. Yet Disney movies are not thrown together haphazardly. They are 
labored over for years by a company of people who are experts in their 
respective fields. Since their specialty is creating entertainment for children, it is 
likely that one or more of the employees at Disney had some knowledge of child 
77 Soley, "Infants Prefer the Musical Meter of their Own Culture," 286. 
78 Ibid., 287; Michael P. Lynch, Rebecca E Eilers, Kimbrough D Oller, Richard C Urbano, and 
Paul Wilson, "Influences of Acculturation and Musical Sophistication on Perception of Musical 
Interval Patterns," Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance 17, 
no. 4 (1991) : 967-975. 
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music aesthetics, even if it was only instinctual knowledge, when working on 
Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an. 
The conclusions drawn by Trehub and Hannon, Lynch and Eilers, 
Krumhansl and Kiel, and Soley and Hannon can be summarized as follows: 
children prefer familiarity. Familiar qualities not only result in a favorable quality 
judgment, but they cause a song to be easily learned and sung by most Western 
children. This is likely the reason that Disney chose to feature predominantly 
Western music in their films, with only a small incorporation of non-Western 
musical characteristics. At the end of the day, they need the movies to appeal to 
an audience of American children. If the children are confused or displeased by 
the music, the films will not be a success. 
Anglicization 
Infants' culturally-specific preferences are not limited to music. Two 
studies from 2005 and 2006 have shown that infants also prefer faces of their 
own race. The latter study, by Bar-Heim and Ziv, assessed thirty-six infants from 
distinct ethnic populations including a Caucasian Israeli group and an Ethiopian 
group. The participants were shown multiple faces at a time, and their 
preferences were measured primarily by which images they chose to focus on for 
the longest amount of time. 79 
79 Yair Bar-Haim, Talee Ziv, , Dominique Lamy, and Richard M. Hodes, "Nature and Nurture in 
Own-Race Face Processing," Psychological Science 17, no. 7 (2006): 159-163. 
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The 2005 study, conducted by a team of eight psychologists, involved 126 
participants who were aged sixteen hours to three months. Each infant was 
shown pairs of faces, and their preferences were deduced based on 
measurement of their eye movements. 80 
In both studies, the participants were found to prefer faces belonging to 
their own race over faces that were foreign in appearance. It was also 
determined by the 2005 study that the preference for same-race faces begins to 
develop when the infant is around three months old, but is not present 
immediately after birth. Because this is an inclination that develops as the child 
matures, it likely persists into toddlerhood and beyond. It is unclear whether 
these preferences are based of genetic or social reasons. 
In fact, researchers have observed the existence of these predilections in 
older children as well. For example, a 1983 study conducted at University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill concluded that kindergarten-aged children prefer to 
spend time with classmates of the same race.81 Psychologists Finklestein and 
Haskins observed sixty-three children from five different schools over the course 
of a school year. They observed several behaviors exhibited by the children , 
such as talking, pushing, sharing, threatening, and friendship choices. While this 
study does not imply that children cannot be comfortable and happy amongst a 
80 David J. Kelly, Paul C. Quinn, Alan M. Slater, Kang Lee, Alan Gibson, Michael Smith, Liezhong 
Ge, and Olivier Pascalis, "Three-Month-Olds, but Not Newborns, Prefer Own-Race Faces, " 
Developmental Science, 8, no. 6 (2005): F31- 36 . 
81 Neal W .Finklestein and Ron Haskins, "Kindergarten Children Prefer Same-Race Peers," Child 
Development 54, no. 2 (1983): 502-508. 
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diverse group of peers, it indicates that young children demonstrate certain racial 
preferences. 
While the children's same-race preferences grew stronger with time, 
possibly owing to behavioral differences, these preferences were already present 
and observable at the onset of the school year. According to Finklestein and 
Haskins, there is "little empirical data to suggest why these same color 
preferences exist."82 This innate tendency of children to prefer the faces of their 
own race gives Disney strong motivation to Anglicize their protagonists, since 
these characters need to be not only relatable, but likeable as well. 
Of course, it should not be assumed that all Arabs have the stereotypical 
Middle Eastern facial characteristics that we see on the villainous characters in 
Aladdin. Some Arabs have visages that resemble Aladdin more than Jafar, as 
facial features vary within ethnic groups. However, if the majority of the US 
identified themselves as Caucasian during the 1990's, Disney would have 
benefited from making their characters appear as Anglo-Saxon as possible. 
After a Disney movie is released, it is followed by the sale of merchandise 
that bears images of the film's characters. This includes clothing, dolls, kitchen 
supplies, birthday decorations, costumes, CDs, backpacks, and numerous other 
products. Disney typically makes millions or even billions of dollars from these 
merchandise sales. They saw a 63 million dollar profit from the sale of "Aladdin" 
82 Finklestein, "Kindergarten Children Prefer Same-Race Peers," 505. 
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products, while the sale of "The Lion King" merchandise exceeded 1.5 billion.83 In 
order for the company to sell these products, the characters need to be more 
than appealing. They need to be likeable to the point that children want to be 
these characters, and desire to have their images grace all of their possessions. 
Since young children prefer faces of their own race, Disney would therefore 
suffer great financial loss if their protagonists' faces looked too foreign. 
Function of Music 
Insight into Disney's intentions regarding the incorporation of non-Western 
music can be gleaned by examining how the music functions in the films. In 
Mu/an (1998) , for example, composer Jerry Goldsmith uses a general pentatonic 
scale in "Honor to Us All", as well as in the introduction to other Chinese 
locations such as The Forbidden City and the military base camp. He also 
incorporates at least one Chinese instrument, the dizi flute, weaving it throughout 
the score. However, the music heard during the film's emotionally-charged 
moments is entirely Western. This is exemplified , for instance, when Mulan and 
her companions are attacked by the army of Huns, and when Mulan decides to 
take her father's place in the military. These scenes contain exclusively Western 
instrumentation, and music devices that are used in Western film music to signify 
particular emotions, which are discussed below. 
83 See John Horn, "Disney Gains Roaring Good Spinoff Sales on 'Lion King '," Deseret News (Salt 
Lake City, UT), Aug. 8, 1994; Jeffrey F. Rayport, Carin-Isabel Knoop, and Cate Reavis, "Disney's 
'The Lion King ' (A): The $2 Billion Movie," Harvard Business Review (Cambridge, MA}, Aug. 17, 
1998. 
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This use of the pentatonic scale and the dizi flute suggests that non-
Western musical characteristics are incorporated into Mu/an primarily for the 
purpose of characterization. In scenes that feature previously unseen Chinese 
locations, China is being introduced. Disney therefore attempts to demonstrate 
what China sounds like. 
During the plot's more poignant scenes, however, Goldsmith draws on 
American children's culturally-based knowledge of music to incur an emotional 
response. These moments use musical devices that are prevalent in Western 
film, such as soft, slow strings and minor chords indicating sorrow, minor second 
intervals indicating tension, and rapid repetition of staccato notes signaling 
danger or fear. 
The use of non-Western musical elements functioning as a mode of 
characterization rather than as an emotional stimulus occurs in The Lion King as 
well. The incorporation of African musical characteristics such as 
instrumentation, drumming patterns, and Swahili lyrics occur during "The Circle 
of Life", in scene transitions, and during a scene where the protagonist interacts 
with Rafiki. In this film, the marimbas, kalimbas (thumb pianos), and African 
drums are used. "The Circle of Life", like "Honor to Us All", serves as an 
introduction to Africa, and thus Disney incorporates African musical 
characteristics such as instrumentation, language, and complex drumming 
patterns in order to create a sonic picture of the continent. 
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A similar statement can be made about the music of Aladdin, although the 
incorporation of non-Western music in this film is less concrete than in The Lion 
King or Mu/an. In an attempt to recreate the sounds of the Middle East, 
composer Alan Menken uses augmented second intervals in a descending 
melodic minor scale in both "Arabian Nights" and "One Jump Ahead". The use of 
this interval is problematic because of its common usage as an Orientalist marker 
for the strange and "Other". However, it is also possible that Menken was not 
attempting to create a generalized Eastern sound, but was utilizing the Arabian 
hijaz mode.84 Motivations aside, both songs that contain augmented seconds 
occur at the beginning of the film and function as an introduction to Saudi Arabia. 
All of Aladdin's emotional moments, however, are accompanied by strictly 
Western film music, with Western scales played by a Western orchestra. 
The fact that Disney chose not to incorporate non-Western music during 
moments with strong emotional content implies that they intended to avoid the 
formation of associations between particular emotions and the cultures being 
represented. Use of non-Western music during frightening moments, for 
example, would have carried with it the implication that the depicted culture is 
frightening. It would also cause viewers to associate the feeling of fear with the 
accompanying foreign sounds, creating a negative impression of the culture. 
Instead, the use of non-Western music as a mode of characterization avoids 
these judgments, and forms an association only between the music and the 
84 Derek 8. Scott, "Orientalism and Musical Style," Musical Quarterly 82, no. 2 (1998): 313-327 
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culture itself. Disney may or may not have been aware of this issue. It is possible 
that the composers employed Western musical devices to convey emotions 
simply because of the emotional reactions children would have to these sounds. 
Disney Character Voices International 
The proposed motivations behind the Westernization of music and 
characters in Disney's representations of non-Western cultures make sense if 
one assumes that the films are targeted solely at an American audience. For the 
most part, America is indeed Disney's target. However, each of Disney's films 
are also dubbed in roughly thirty-five languages and redistributed in countries 
around the world including those in Asia, Africa , and the Middle East. Th is is 
done by a division of Disney called Disney Character Voices lnternational.85 
The fact that Mu/an, for example, was dubbed in Cantonese and released 
in China confuses the issue considerably. This means that the film's music and 
characters need to appeal not only to children in America, but to children around 
the world as well. Did Disney keep this global audience in mind while creating 
Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an? 
After storyboards are drawn up, Western voice actors record the script 
which is then animated to fit the timing and inflections of the thespians' voices. 
Afterward , Disney Character Voices International hires additional actors to record 
85 The Making of Mu/an, directed by John Patrick Shanley (1990; Burbank, CA: Warner Home 
Video, 2002) . 
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the script in various non-English languages. One of the branch's most daunting 
tasks is to make these new recordings fit with the animation that had been 
created to fit with the English voices.86 Essentially, Disney Character Voices 
International works on the movies after they are already a finished product and 
are up to standards for a Western audience. Due to this timing and to the 
specificity of their role, this branch likely has little to do with creating the original 
version of the movie during the production stages. It is therefore possible that 
Disney does not consider their larger, global audience when making musical and 
artistic decisions about films, and that it is more of an afterthought. Their primary 
aim is to market the product to a Western audience, where the company's fame 
and prevalence hold the most significant promise of financial success. 
Disney's Research 
Although the cultural representations in Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an 
contained some glaring inaccuracies, attention should be given to the amount of 
effort that Disney put into studying these cultures prior to the creation of the films. 
The cultures were researched to varying degrees, each including a visit to the 
geographical region being studied. 
For The Lion King, this entailed multiple visits. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, Music Production Vice President Andy Hill travelled to 
Mmbatho, South Africa in April 1994 to record the film's music with thirty local 
86 The Making of Mu/an , directed by John Patrick Shanley (1990; Burbank, CA: Warner Home 
Video, 2002) . 
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singers. Hill and composer Hans Zimmer also hired native African Lebo M. to 
compose part of "The Circle of Life" as well as some shorter pieces for use 
throughout the film. 
Earlier, in November 1991, a group of Disney artists had also journeyed to 
Kenya to gain visual references for the film's artwork. This visit was focused 
largely on interacting with lions and other animals, as well as gathering photos, 
sketches, and videos to bring back to the studio. This is also where the Disney 
team learned two African phrases that were used prominently in the movie. The 
first was the chant entitled "Asante Sana" (thank you very much), which would 
later be sung by Rafiki, the wise baboon. Secondly, the team learned the 
popular Kenyan maxim "hakuna matata" (no worries) , which became the title for 
one of the film's most well-known musical numbers. 
A great deal of attention was also given to the study of African 
instruments. This research was conducted by composer Hans Zimmer, who 
spent over two years searching for the right palate of sounds. In addition to 
using a full Western orchestra, Zimmer also incorporated authentic African 
instruments such as marimbas, kalimbas, and various African drums into The 
Lion King. 87 
It should be noted that the Broadway version of The Lion King (1997), 
which is geared more toward an adult audience, uses over thirty-one African 
87 Exact drum types are not public knowledge. See Lion King--Making the Music. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2PgYHzepp9s. 
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instruments such as the juju shaker, the shekere, the caxixi, conga drums, and 
talking drums, rather than the few that were used in the film.88 This considerable 
discrepancy between the kid-version and the adult-version suggests that 
Disney's instrument choices are influenced, in part, by the age of the intended 
audience. While children's attraction to familiar sounds may have been taken into 
consideration, these choices in instrumentation could also have to do with the 
difference in listeners' levels of musical experience. Many young children have 
not yet had the opportunity to hear African music, and can therefore be easily 
convinced of The Lion King's "African-ness" through the use of a few 
instruments. Adults, who are more likely to have previous exposure to African 
music, need a more authentic sound in order to be mentally transported into the 
setting. While children are attracted more to "sameness", adults often respond to 
the commodification of "difference." 
The research behind Aladdin was based largely on Arabic script and 
architecture. For the artwork, Production Director Richard Vander Wende used 
the S-curve found in Arabic calligraphy and in Persian miniature paintings. 
Vander Wende exaggerated this shape, and worked it into the film wherever 
possible. For example, the S-curve can be seen in clouds, carpet folds, and the 
font in which the film's title is written. It is embedded in the backgrounds of 
Aladdin, in an attempt to make the environment appear interesting, "inviting, 
88 See "Instrument Glossary", Disney Musical Theater-The Lion King 
www.disney.eo.uk/ ... /ThelionKing/ .. ./themusic-instruments.html. 
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[and] not off-putting in any way". 89 These curves, as well as the fluctuating line 
weights of calligraphic Arabic script, are also worked into the design of all the 
characters. 
In preparation for Mu/an, a crew of ten Disney employees took a three 
week trip to China in 1991. The team travelled to Datong, Luoyang, Xi'an, JiayO 
Guan, Dunhuang, and Guilin. Producer Pam Coats and Director Barry Cook 
spent four to five months developing this itinerary, wanting to focus on "icons of 
what [they] would expect of China", such as The Great Wall and the hills of 
Guilin. 90 
The team strove to include several specific elements of Chinese culture, 
as diverse as it may be, in the film. Chinese buildings, with the corners of the roof 
pointed upwards to lead the eye up to the heavens, were incorporated into the 
movie. Mulan's ancestor temple was modeled after Chinese "beis" (gravestones) 
that the team saw that had been inscribed with the names of Chinese citizen 's 
ancestors. 
Numerous design details for Mu/an were also taken from the cave 
paintings from the Northern Wei Dynasty (386 C.E. -585 C.E.) found in the 
Mogao Cave (2nd century B.C.E. -14th century C.E. , Dunhuang). Director Barry 
Cook based the film's color schemes, costumes, and architectural designs on 
89 The Making of Aladdin. Directed by Steve Kroopnick. (1992) 
90 See Lan Dong, "Writing Chinese America into Words and Images: Storytelling and Retell ing of 
The Song of Mu Lan" The Lion and the Unicorn 30, no.2 (2006):218-233; The Making of Mu/an , 
directed by John Patrick Shanley (1990; Burbank, CA: Warner Home Video, 2002). 
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these paintings and used them to dictate the visual elements in Mu/an, 
particularly the scenes that take place in The Forbidden City. 
Art director Rick Sluiter was particularly captivated by the fence posts he 
saw while travelling through China. Sluiter found these designs so fascinating 
that he incorporated their shapes into the hairstyles of background characters in 
Mulan. This technique was used especially for the young women in the 
matchmaker scene. 91 
Does the research that was done in preparation for the production of 
Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an minimize or intensify Disney's role as an 
Orientalist? On the one hand, Disney did make an effort to study the cultures 
they planned to depict in order to have a level of accuracy in their 
representations. Instead of relying solely on textual sources or media portrayals, 
The Walt Disney Company devoted several years of study into various aspects of 
each culture, as well as making multiple visits. 
On the other hand, Disney has made no mention of actually conversing 
with the natives of the cultures they visited .92 Instead, they talk only of 
sightseeing and "watching how people lived." 93 Furthermore, one must ask why 
Disney strove to achieve accuracy in their representations. Was it out of respect 
for the cultures, for profit, or a combination of these two motivations? As 
9 1 The Making of Mu/an. 
92 See The Making of Mu/an.; The Making of Aladdin; Lion King-Making the Music. 
93 The Making of Mu/an. 
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ethnomusicologist Thomas Turino has pointed out, "capitalism trades on 
difference, i.e. the continual need to sell new products that are distinct in some 
way. Exoticism is simply one source of distinction and novelty. "94 There is no 
doubt that Disney films focus on this idea of difference, which is evidenced even 
by the aforementioned background research. The hairstyles in Mulan were 
reminiscent of Chinese shapes, but they were historically inaccurate and 
incorporated because they were "unique".95 The visual designs in Aladdin are 
based on Arabic script, but the form is exaggerated. Despite being backed by 
research , Disney's depictions create and accentuate difference and otherness. 
Conclusion 
My objective in this chapter was to explore the possible motivations 
behind the depictions of non-Western musical cultures in Disney films, rather 
than assuming that each decision was the result of an imperialist mindset. I 
explored these alternative motivations primarily through an exploration of child 
aesthetics, developmental psychology, and Disney's background research . It 
should be noted that, according to Said, Orientalism is about the effect of cultural 
representations, not the intentions behind them. Therefore, these findings do not 
absolve the films from their Orientalist undertones. 
94 Thomas Turino, "Are We Global Yet? Globalist discourse, cultural formations, and the Study of 
Zimbabwean Popular Music," British Journal of Ethnomusicology 12, no. 2 (2003): 55. 
95 The Making of Mu/an. 
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In conducting this investigation, it has become clear that many of the 
production decisions involved in Disney's depictions of non-Western cultures 
may have resulted from employees' knowledge, instinctual or otherwise, of child 
aesthetics and developmental psychology. 
In the next chapter, I will explore Walt Disney's personal ideologies, 
Disney composers' backgrounds, the history of the Disney Company, and the 
US' political relationships with Saudi Arabia, Africa, and China. These 
examinations will help establish the political and corporate climate of America in 
the years leading up to the 1990's, and how this Climate may have affected the 
production of Disney's films. 
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Chapter 4: The Political and Corporate Climate of the 1990's 
Disney feature-length films have never been created by the efforts of an 
individual alone, even when Walt Disney was alive. The company has thousands 
of employees, each operating under Disney's overarching guiding principles. 96 
What are these principles, and how do they dictate the cultural depictions in 
Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an? To answer this, we must explore the 
personal philosophies of Walt Disney, the films' composers, international political 
relations, and the company's motivations during the 1990's. 
Walt Disney 
From 1923-1966, Walt Disney was in charge of Walt Disney Studios, with 
the help of his brother and business partner Roy Disney during the company's 
early years. Yet even after Walt's death in 1966', he still had tremendous 
influence in the studio. Continuing his legacy, executive producers have admitted 
to routinely made decisions by asking themselves "what would Walt have 
done?"97 
The best way to get a sense of what Walt Disney himself would have done 
is to examine his personal statements and interviews from the company's early 
96 CNN Money reported The Walt Disney Company as having 144,000 employees as of 2010. 
See "Global "500, " CNN Money, 
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/201 O/snapshots/2190. html. 
Additionally, Waking Sleeping Beauty reports that Disney's film department had about 500 
employees during the 1990's. Waking Sleeping Beauty. Directed by Don Hahn. 2009. Stone 
Circle Pictures/Red Shoes Production, 2010. DVD. 
97 Waking Sleeping Beauty. Directed by Don Hahn. 2009. Stone Circle Pictures/Red Shoes 
Production, 2010. DVD. 
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years, when it was still operating under his direction. There is a bit of secrecy in 
modern times regarding the company's inner structure and personnel. 
Fortunately, Walt Disney took part in several interviews following the founding of 
his company, as did his coworkers and family members. 
On the one hand, Disney once stated in a 1933 interview that the aim of 
his cartoons was "wholesome entertainment."98 This goal implies that he was 
aware that his audience was mainly comprised of children and their parents, and 
that this combined audience would respond unfavorably to immoral content. 
Therefore, for reasons of ethics or business, Disney sought to appeal to this 
audience by not pushing moral boundaries in his work. 
On the other hand, Disney also went on to say the following statement, 
regarding the release of his films: 
We will not have worried one bit as to whether the picture will make the children better 
men and women, or whether it will conform with the enlightened theories of child 
psychology ... It is not our job to teach, implant morals, or improve anything except our 
pictures.99 
Disney stated that he was not concerned with whether or not the films 
would make children better men and women, and that entertainment (i.e. profit) is 
a more important factor than morality. Does this mean that Disney would have 
98 Walt Disney, 'The Cartoon 's Contributions to Children," Overland Monthly, 1933. 138. 
99 Ibid. 
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condoned fallacious and offensive depictions of non-Western cultures? If the 
company profits financially and audiences are entertained, would Disney have 
had no qualms with the exploitation of "difference"? 
It is also interesting that Disney claims to have ignored developments in 
child psychology, when the simplicity and Western basis of Disney music so 
often reflects the principles of child developmental aesthetics. It is possible, then, 
that some of the musical decisions from the company's early works may have 
been based on instinctual knowledge. Even if profit was Disney's primary 
motivation, the films still had to appeal to children for them to be financially 
successful. 
This is not to say that Walt Disney was lacking in morals, or that he 
desired his audiences to be. In fact, when he created the Mickey Mouse Club 
exclusively for children in 1930, the club's creed was as follows: 
I will be upright and fair in all my dealings with my playmates. I will be truthful. I will obey 
my father and my mother and will always stand ready to help people older than myself. I 
will obey my teachers and strive for high marks in my studies. I will always respond 
promptly to the call of The Chief Mickey Mouse and observe all the laws of the club. 100 
The very creation of a creed that references ethics carries the implication 
that Disney was not only thinking about moral guidelines, but that he wished to 
impart them onto his viewers (at least in this particular show). This creed 
indicated that Disney valued fairness, honesty, education, and respect for 
100 See Steven Watts, The Magic Kingdom: Walt Disney and the American Way of Life (New 
York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1997), 40. 
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authority, or at least he wanted the children in his Mickey Mouse Club to agree to 
these terms. Another possibility is that he was trying to appeal to their parents, a 
crucial way to secure financial support in his corporate business. 
In his early work, Disney occasionally displayed a fascination with the 
"other". In 1928, he lamented that his audiences wanted "everything to be the 
same", while Disney himself longed for the freedom to explore other subject 
matters and settings. 101 He circumvented this problem with the creation of the 
Silly Symphonies. Many of these short cartoons focused on cultures that were 
foreign to his American audiences, such as Mexico, Egypt, or ancient Greece. 
Reception of these Silly Symphonies was outstanding, and Disney was praised 
for his vivid imagination. 
These cartoons reveal how Walt Disney himself dealt with the musical 
depictions of non-Western cultures. Let us take a look, for example, at "El 
Terrible Toreador" from 1929. The action is set in Spain and features a cast of 
Spanish characters, including a barmaid and a bullfighter. Rather than setting "El 
Terrible Toreador" to Spanish music, or using original compositions that 
incorporate elements of Spanish music, the cartoon is "set to Latin themes from 
Classical music" that are modified and exaggerated to fit the character's 
actions. 102 In fact, the cartoon is a spoof of the 1875 Orientalist opera Carmen by 
the French composer Georges Bizet. The music that "El Terrible Toreador" used 
101 Martin/Miller interview, Reel 2, 32-33. 
102 Patrick Malone, "The Encyclopedia of Disney Animated Shorts," Jan. 201h 2012, 
http://www.d isneyshorts. org/shorts. aspx?shortl D= 1 04 
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from this opera was a piece called "Toreador", which used the Cuban habanera 
rhythm to create a Latin sound to musically represent the Spanish gypsy femme 
fatale Carmen. These habanera rhythmic themes were then used in "El Terrible 
Toreador." Many other Silly Symphonies include original compositions, but 
contain only Western music even when the setting is non-Western. This suggests 
that Walt Disney and his employees were not overly concerned with 
communicating the foreignness of his cartoons' settings sonically and relied 
instead on visual images to establish the settings. 
These images are often over-used visual tropes such as a bullfighter 
signifying Mexico or a mummy for Egypt. Although symbols of this nature can be 
problematic because of their prevalence in cultural depictions found in Western 
media, their presence can perhaps be justified in this case by the brevity of the 
cartoons and the age of the target audience. Seeing that the Silly Symphonies 
are typically about 6-9 minutes in length and sometimes contain no dialogue, the 
setting must be established quickly and must be conveyed through either music 
or images. Since the cartoons are created to appeal mainly to young audiences, 
they must communicate these settings in a way that will be comprehensible to 
children who may have limited knowledge of non-Western cultures. The most 
effective way to accomplish this in such a brief span of time is to saturate the 
cartoons with common images from the media to which children would have 
likely had exposure. This technique reiterates ethnic and cultural stereotypes in 
many cases. However, Disney's goals in creating these cartoons were to 
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entertain audiences and to explore exciting new settings, not to not to offer 
nuanced and complex representations of the "Others" to promote diverse cultural 
awareness. If these goals were maintained by the company even after his death, 
it is likely that the Disney employees during the 1990's were not overly 
concerned with the ethics of their cultural depictions. 
The Composers 
While the musical compositions in Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an 
were produced under the direction of the Walt Disney Company as a whole, the 
individual composers undoubtedly played a significant role in the creation of 
these films. Alan Menken, Howard Ashman, and Tim Rice collaborated on 
Aladdin, Elton John, Hans Zimmer, and Tim Rice worked on The Lion King with 
the help of Lebo M., and Matthew Wilder, David Zippel, Jerry Goldsmith 
composed the music for Mu/an. Some of these composers had experimented 
with music of non-Western cultures; others had not. Further examination into the 
composers' backgrounds and past projects might help us to glean insight into 
their approaches and personal motivations. 
For Aladdin, Menken and Ashman were a clear choice to create the 
movie's soundtrack. Not only were they both well-respected composers in film 
and musical theater, but the duo had recently worked on two highly successful 
animated Disney films: The Little Mermaid (1989) and Beauty and the Beast 
(1991 ). The Little Mermaid and Beauty and the Beast both won Oscars for Best 
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Original Score and Best Original Song. 
Menken, a native New Yorker, has a music degree from New York 
University. He is trained as a classical pianist, but he has found the most success 
in the musical theater world. Menken is best known for his work on Disney films, 
as well as on the off-Broadway musical Little Shop of Horrors (1982) on which he 
collaborated with Ashman. 
Similarly, Ashman is best known for his work with Disney and on Little 
Shop of Horrors. After getting his MFA from Indiana University, the young 
composer moved to New York in 1971 to work on Broadway musicals. 
Unfortunately, Ashman's career was cut short by tragedy. During production of 
Aladdin, Ashman tested positive for HIV and passed away at the age of 40 on 
March 14, 1991. In addition to the Disney team having to cope with the death of a 
beloved friend and coworker, many of Ashman's unfinished songs had to be 
redone. Tim Rice was brought in as Ashman's replacement. 
Following Ashman's death, Rice wrote most of the lyrics for Aladdin. Rice 
is a British composer who has worked on several Broadway musicals such as 
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat (1982) and Chess (1988) . After 
Aladdin was released, Rice began working on The Lion King with Elton John and 
Hans Zimmer. It was Tim Rice's suggestion that Disney hire Elton John for the 
film. 
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Elton John is best known for his career as a pop star. He studied at The 
Royal Academy of Music in London before dropping out at age seventeen to 
begin his music career. John had already released thirty-one albums before 
working on The Lion King, most of which saw enormous success. He also 
qabbled in film , writing a song here and there for movies such as Ghostbusters II 
(1989) and Rocky V (1990). When Tim Rice suggested that Disney hire Elton 
John for The Lion King, he knew that it was unlikely that the company would 
follow his advice since it would be such a large financial commitment. 103 
However, Disney hired John in spite of this, demonstrating their strong desire to 
have a popular soundtrack. 
Hans Zimmer had written scores for several films, including Rain Man 
(1988), Thelma and Louise (1991), and White Fang (1991). Growing up in 
Germany and England, Zimmer aspired to be a rock guitarist but eventually 
decided that film music interested him to a greater extent. 
Several of the films Zimmer had worked on previous to The Lion King 
explore the issue of racial conflict in Africa. In 1992, he wrote the score for The 
Power of One, a film set during the reign of the Apartheid government in South 
Africa. This was the first project in which Zimmer collaborated with Lebo. M, who 
arranged African choral performances for the film. Because the movie was so ill-
received by the South African government, Disney studios felt that it was too 
103 Production of The Lion King. Directed by Roger Allers and Rob Minkoff, (Walt Disney Studios, 
1994). 
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dangerous for Zimmer to return to Africa to do background research for The Lion 
King. It is for this reason that he was excluded from Disney's preliminary 
research trip in preparation for the film .104 
The music for The Power of One is comprised of mainly African 
percussion and voice, utilizing a Zulu choir. Additional instrumentation is 
Western, including guitar, flute, and keyboard. When Zimmer was hired to write 
the score for The Lion King, he decided that he would make the music similar to 
the music of The Power of One, focusing on Zulu choirs and percussion without 
the use of a full Western orchestra. Zimmer later admitted that he abandoned this 
idea once he actually began working on the project. This was due in part to his 
perception that Zulus did not have many indigenous instruments that he could 
incorporate.105 This statement about the Zulus is not entirely true. While their 
communal music is exclusively vocal, flutes and musical bows have been used in 
earlier times for individual music-making. 106 Nevertheless, this was the reason 
that Zimmer cited for not using only Zulu instrumentation for The Lion King. 
Matthew Wilder has spent most of his career writing pop and rock music 
and producing albums for bands such as No Doubt and 98 Degrees. He 
composed several songs in Mu/an, including "Honor to Us All". Mu/an was the 
104 Christian Clemmensen, "The Power of One Editorial Review," Filmtracks, March 24, 2010, 
http://www.filmtracks.com/titles/power_one.html 
105 Production of The Lion King. 
106 See David C. Rycroft, "A Royal Account of Music in Zulu Life: With Translation, Annotation , 
and Musical Transcription," Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 38, no. 2 (1975): 
351-402. 
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first film for which Wilder composed music. 
The lyrics to the songs in Mu/an were written by David Zippel, an award-
winning American lyricist. Although Zippel has had a long career as a lyricist for 
film and stage, he holds a law degree from Harvard University. Zippel is perhaps 
best known for his work on the musical City of Angels (1982). His first Disney 
project was Hercules in 1997 with Alan Menken. 
Jerry Goldsmith, who composed the score to Mu/an, originally planned to 
become a concert hall composer but later decided to branch out into film. He was 
somewhat of a child prodigy, and began taking film composition courses at 
University of Southern California at age fourteen. He has been a prolific 
composer, writing the music for 169 films before Mu/an, including Alien (1979) 
and Gremlins (1984). It is interesting to note that Goldsmith had collaborated with 
Lebo M. on the film score for Congo in 1995, inviting him to write and perform 
lyrics for the opening and closing tracks. Goldsmith used traditional African 
instruments for this film score although he has not revealed specifically which 
ones. 107 
Goldsmith also worked on several films that were set in Asian countries, 
such as The Chairman (1969) , The Spiral Road (1962), The Sand Pebbles 
(1965/66) , Tora, Tora, Tora (1970) , Inchon (1982), and The Challenge (1982). 108 
107 See Matt Peterson, "Primal Goldsmith, " Tracksounds, June 13, 1995. 
http://www. tracksounds. com/reviews/conga. htm 
108 These films were set in China, Java, China, and Japan respectively. 
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For his musical depictions of East Asia, Goldsmith relied mainly on the use of a 
general pentatonic scale, played by a Western orchestra. 
None of the musicians that wrote the music for Aladdin, The Lion King, or 
Mu/an were formally trained in the musical traditions of any non-Western culture , 
aside from Lebo M., who was brought in by Zimmer. Most of them had dealt 
solely with Western music and settings prior to these films, with the exception of 
Zimmer and Goldsmith. The Western musical backgrounds of the musicians for 
these three movies helps to explain why the soundtracks were predominately 
Western with only brief instances of incorporated non-Western material. 
Additionally, Disney's decision to hire only musicians with Western training 
indicates that it was the company's goal to keep the music mostly Western , as 
well as their disinterest in having accurate musical representations. 
Disney Company History 
The 1990's were a defining time in the history of Disney film. After 
suffering through a series of setbacks and failures, a "perfect storm of people and 
circumstances" led to the enthusiastic revival of animation in the 1990's. 109 This 
period has come to be known as the "Disney Renaissance." 
Before we address the business complications of the 1980's that led to 
this renaissance, it should be mentioned that Walt Disney had begun losing 
interest in animated films in the 1950's. Animation was expensive, and Disney 
109 Waking Sleeping Beauty. 
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chose to instead focus the company's energy on live-action films and television 
shows. 
After being more or less cast aside during Walt Disney's later years, the 
animation department suffered even more after his death in 1966. Ron Miller took 
over the company, putting Don Bluth in charge of animation. Bluth then left in 
1979, taking half of Disney's animators with him. This change was disastrous for 
the department, setting back the release of The Fox and the Hound by six 
months. 
Walt Disney Studios made relatively no money from films in the 1980's, 
and the company was struggling financially. Their only high-grossing movie 
during this decade was the live-action film Splash in 1984. Around this time, 
there had been talk within the company about eliminating the film division 
altogether. Disney was well-established, the film department was not making any 
money, and it was speculated that the company might benefit from focusing their 
resources primarily on theme parks. 
Disney ultimately decided not to make any drastic changes, and in 1984 
Jeffery Katzenberg was brought in as the new head of the film division. 
Katzenberg entered the company during the production of The Black Cauldron, 
which was already millions of dollars over budget and did not look like it was 
going to be a box-office success. 
The Black Cauldron cost 44 million dollars to make, but grossed less than 
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half that amount. To make matters even worse, it was beat out at the box office 
by The Care Bears Movie, which had been released at the same time. In short, 
Disney animation had hit rock bottom.110 
The situation improved slightly with the addition of Peter Schneider, who 
became vice president of the animated film division in 1985. In 1986, Disney 
released The Great Mouse Detective, which saw "decent ratings [and] 
respectable box office" earnings.111 Disney's luck seemed to be improving, but 
there was one problem: formidable filmmaker Steven Spielberg also took an 
interest in animation at this time. 
Spielberg teamed up with the infamous Don Bluth to make A Great 
American Tale which , like Disney's The Great Mouse Detective, was an 
animated feature film starring a mouse as the protagonist. Spielberg's mouse film 
beat Disney's by over 20 million at the box office. 
With no recent financial or critical successes, it seemed as though this 
was the end of the road for Disney's animated feature film department. Most of 
the animators believed that they would soon be laid off, not able to revitalize "an 
art form that had been given up for dead."112 
Yet the Disney team was not ready to give up on animation. "We need to 
wake Sleeping Beauty," Katzenberg told film division, proposing that the team 
110 Waking Sleeping Beauty. 
111 Waking Sleeping Beauty 
112 Ibid. 
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strive to produce films that were similar in quality to those made during the 
company's early years. 113 Animation needed a revival, and the film division 
planned to accomplish this feat. 
The animation team's determination to succeed was fueled even further 
by their decision to invest in a new, extremely expensive computer system called 
"Computer Animation Post-Production System" (CAPS). CAPS allowed the 
animators to digitally assemble artwork and use computers to paint the 
characters, revolutionizing the appearance of their films. The CEO had granted 
the animation department the money to purchase CAPS; now the team had to 
prove that the investment would not go to waste. Needless to say, they could not 
afford any more mistakes. 
The first Disney film to use CAPS was Oliver and Company in 1988, which 
was relatively successful. The 1989 release of The Little Mermaid, however, 
marked the beginning of the Disney Renaissance. Not only did the film do well in 
the box office, but merchandise sales were up and reviews were filled with 
praise. This film was followed by an even bigger triumph in 1991: Beauty and the 
Beast. 
Disney's animated film division was finally experiencing a high point. 
Because of Beauty and the Beasfs stellar reception, Disney's animators found 
themselves suddenly earning raises and bonuses and gaining recognition from 
11 3 Waking Sleeping Beauty. 
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the world. Overworked yet fueled by the benefits of their accomplishment, the 
team resolved to outdo themselves. They did so in creating the films of the 
1990's: Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an. These movies are widely considered 
to be quintessential products of the Disney Renaissance. 114 
Did Disney's film division really "wake Sleeping Beauty"? On one hand, 
the team strove to take Katzenberg's famous line of advice seriously and return 
to the prestige that the film division had experienced during the early years of 
Walt Disney's reign. On the other hand, the team saw the revival of animation as 
a perfect opportunity to reinvent themselves. 
Michael Eisner, who became Disney's Chief Executive Officer in 1984, 
stated in an interview that employees needed to stop asking themselves what 
Walt would have done, and stop letting a dead guy run the company. Eisner 
explains: "I don't think Disney is like the Constitution. I don't think we need to 
preserve it and put it in glass." Eisner also went on to say that he respected the 
legacy that Walt Disney built, but that the company should also be free to do 
things a little differently.115 
The circumstances surrounding the Disney Renaissance illustrate how 
essential success was for Disney in the 1990's. The Renaissance was not just 
about making money at the box office. With animation in a downward spiral, 
114 Disney produced other movies during this decade, such as Hercules (1997) and Tarzan 
(1999) . However, these films were not as successful as the three listed above. Because of their 
reception and earnings, Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an defined Disney during this decade. 
115 Waking Sleeping Beauty 
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Disney's film division needed to justify the purchase of CAPS, save their jobs, 
and prevent their art form from falling out of favor with American audiences. It 
was not a time to play it safe-it was a time to take risks and do anything 
possible to make the movies appeal to children. Disney animators needed to 
succeed, and it is in this light that the films of the 1990's should be viewed. 
Political Relationships 
Since, as Said has posited, no work is nonpolitical, it may be helpful to 
assess the United States' relations with Saudi Arabia, Africa, and China in the 
years leading up to the 1990's.116 The films in question were produced in North 
America, by a North American company. Therefore, these movies should be 
examined in light of the potential political ideologies that could have resulted from 
the United States' interactions with these countries. To access these 
relationships, I will give a brief overview of conflicts that have affected these 
political relationships in recent history. 
The United States' relationship with the Middle East has been more 
turbulent than with China or Africa. Much of this tumult stems from The Gulf War, 
which began in 1990 with the invasion of Iraqi forces in Kuwait over an oil 
dispute. This invasion put Saudi Arabia in a precarious position, since the country 
shares borders with both Iraq and Kuwait. The US grew concerned, fearing that 
Saudi Arabia's extensive and highly valuable oil resources would fall into 
116 Edward Said, Orienta/ism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), 2. 
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unfriendly hands. As President George W. Bush told Saudi Arabian King Fahd 
bin Abd al-Aziz, "[t)he security of Saudi Arabia is vital-basically fundamental-to 
U.S. interests and really to the interests of the Western world."117 
This concern over oil dates back much further than The Gulf War. In order 
to protect both the Arabian American Oil Company (Aramco) and Saudi Arabia 
against foreign invasions, The United States had a constant military presence in 
Saudi Arabia from 1933-1961. This presence was permitted with the 
understanding that The US would refrain from getting involved in Saudi Arabia's 
internal affairs, a concern which was voiced in the "Anti-Imperial" clause of a 
1933 Aramco contract between the two countries. Between 1961 and 1990, 
however, Saudi Arabia dismissed America's military presence for fear that their 
alliance with the US would cause tension with the increasingly powerful Egypt. 
America's relationship with the rest of the Middle East was quite different 
during this time, since the majority of the Arab countries did not support Israel's 
independence. After multiple threats regarding American support of Israel, the 
US embassy and United States Military Training Mission facilities in Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia were bombed on June 2nd 1967. War had broken out. Following 
accusations of an American attack on an Egyptian airfield, a series of 
demonstrations took place in Saudi Arabia. King Faisal bin Abd al-Aziz finally cut 
off the oil supply to the US, Venezuela, Iran, and Indonesia due to these 
117 See Josh Pollack, "Saudi Arabia and The United States, 1931-2002," Middle East Review of 
International Affairs 6, no. 3 (2002): 79. 
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countries' support of Israel. This oil embargo had a profound effect on America's 
economy, drastically raising gas prices and contributing to an economic 
recession. Faisal bin Abd al-Aziz explained in an interview with NBC: "America's 
complete support for Zionism and against the Arabs makes it extremely difficult 
for us to continue to supply the United States with oil, or even to remain friends 
with the United States."118 
Bush's statement regarding the importance of oil in the West 
demonstrates the crucial role of this oil crisis in America. The US needed to find 
a way to reclaim their share, and to possible reinstate their presence in Saudi 
Arabia. Media portrayals of Arabs, such as in Aladdin, depict the Middle East as 
uncivilized and backwards as a way of asserting that the "civilized" West should 
have the right to dominate the Arabs. The implication behind the chaos of 
Aladdin's marketplace is that the Arabs cannot rule themselves effectively and 
ethically-therefore, the US must step in. Media portrayals of this nature have 
been used to justify the West's involvement in the Middle East and the US' claim 
to oil. 
Assessing the United States' relationship with Africa is a bit more difficult 
since The Lion King purports to deal with the entire continent. However, an issue 
in S. Africa that received a great deal of attention in American was the Apartheid 
government, which was in place from 1948-1993. In 1986, The United States 
118 See Daniel Yergin , The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money, and Power, (United States: Free 
Press, 2008) 595. 
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passed the United States Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act (USCAA), which 
stated that U.S. policy toward South Africa would be "designed to bring about the 
establishment of nonracial democracy in South Africa." The act also called for 
specific actions, such as the creation of a timetable for the elimination of 
Apartheid laws.119 
Another issue that may have been present in Americans' minds during the 
1990's was the African slave trade that took place during America's early years 
as a country. Although this had occurred over a hundred years earlier, the issue 
remains a large part of American collective consciousness. Americans remember 
the plight of African Americans by teaching it in schools and by instituting 
celebrations such as Black History Month, which began in 1976, and continuous 
tributes to African American leaders and historical figures. Yet the role of 
collective consciousness and political ideologies in relation to The Lion King 
becomes obfuscated not only by the vastness of the location, but also by the fact 
that the film is devoid of humans and anything man-made. By omitting the 
existence of humans, The Lion King also ignores the issues that affect African 
people. 
The United States' relationship with China has remained relatively stable 
since the Chinese civil war in the 1940's. However, American opinion of the 
country changed drastically in the 1990's. A poll conducted by ABC news in 1989 
showed that 20% of Americans held an unfavorable view of China. This figure 
119 
"Summary of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act'', United States Congress, 1986. 
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later jumped to 58% in 1990.120 Much of this animosity was a result of the 
Tiananmen Square massacre that occurred in 1989. Protestors had occupied the 
square in Beijing for seven weeks, calling for democracy and denouncing 
corruption of the communist government. Then, on June 3rd 1989, Chinese 
military tanks arrived and opened fire on the demonstrators. Hundreds were 
killed, and many more were injured. 
American news media gave the Tiananmen Square story a great deal of 
attention. Many Americans were outraged and called for President George Bush 
to take action against the Chinese government. In response to the incident, the 
United States government soon imposed economic sanctions against the 
People's Republic of China. 
It is important to note that China began developing into one of the world's 
superpowers during the 1990's. The country became more powerful 
economically and militarily, and many American jobs began to be outsourced 
there. If we apply Said's definition of Orientalism as "a Western style for 
dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient", Disney's 
Orientalist depiction of China makes sense given the role of China as a growing 
superpower. 121 While Mulan herself is a strong female warrior, the film 
communicates that the rest of China believes she is not capable of going to war 
because she is a woman, and that her importance in society rests on her ability 
120 Greg Halyk, "Poll Marks Challenges in U.S.-China Relations", ABC News, Feb. 14, 2012. 
http:// a bcnews. go. com/biogs/pol itics/2012/02/po I I-marks-cha I lenges-i n-u-s-ch i na-re lations/ 
121 Said, Orienta/ism, 3. · 
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to bear children. This depiction of China as anti-feminist, oppressive, and 
therefore backward is an assertion of America's power over China. 
Disney's portrayals of Saudi Arabia, Africa, and China are perhaps better 
understood if one takes these political relationships into account. Even if 
unconsciously, political ideologies are exposed in man-made works, each cultural 
representation carrying political implications with it. Africa was depicted as being 
devoid of people, as a way of turning a blind eye to the complex histories, social 
injustices, and the political instability that many African nations have 
experienced. Instead, the film emphasized the exotic appeal of the animals in 
Africa. Saudi Arabia was portrayed as violent and barbaric and China was 
depicted as anti-feminist because America needed to demonstrate its superiority 
over them. Arabs are characterized as uncivilized-therefore, why should the 
civilized Westerners not have control over their valuable oil? China is oppressive 
and antiquated, so why should we outsource our jobs to their country? In the 
1990's, America needed these countries to be foreign. It is perhaps for this 
reason that Disney portrayed the cultures in question as "other", while 
Americanizing the protagonists so that they would appeal to Western children. 
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I outlined and examined the political and corporate climate 
leading up to the 1990's, and how this climate would have influenced Disney's 
production decisions for Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an. Additionally, I have 
investigated the ethical foundations of Walt Disney Studios as they were 
formulated by Walt Disney's personal ideologies. In the 1920's, Walt Disney 
himself stated that entertaining his audiences was a greater priority for him than 
imparting morals unto them. Furthermore, his depictions of non-Western cultures 
featured only Western music, either borrowed from Orientalist opera or 
composed specifically for his cartoons. 
This tradition of using Western music to represent non-Western cultures 
continued after his death, but changed slightly. This is evidenced by the fact that 
in the 1990's, the musicians who were working on Aladdin, The Lion King, and 
Mu/an, were all trained exclusively in Western classical and pop music. However, 
Disney employees were growing bolder, fueled by their success in the late 80's 
and early 90's, and determined to take greater risks than Walt Disney himself 
had. Therefore, they incorporated non-Western musical characteristics into the 
predominantly Western scores. The nature of these representations may have 
been influenced by a number of factors such as child aesthetics, developmental 
psychology, and the United States' international relations leading up to the 
1990's. Through this investigation, it has become clear that the creation of these 
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movies was dictated more by entertainment values and the capitalist pursuit of 
profit than by ethics, as well as United States' diplomatic relations that made it 
appealing to disseminate cultural representations of the "Others" as a difference 
that can be contained by the US, both during the company's early years as well 
as the 1990's. 
The next chapter will focus on interviews that I have conducted with 
children aged four to eleven . These interviews will help to indicate how children 
react to the visual and musical representations of non-Western cultures in 
Disney's films. 
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Chapter 5: Children's Perspectives 
When examining the depictions of non-Western culture in Disney movies 
of the 1990's, there is one crucial aspect that cannot be ignored: the perspectives 
of young audiences. Children are the targeted demographic of Disney films, and 
it is their impressionability that makes Disney's cultural depictions potentially 
problematic. What do children take away from Disney's incorporation of non-
Western musical elements? Additionally, do young audiences pick up on lyrics 
that promote violence or gender inequality, or is the text overshadowed by the 
music? 
Institutional Review Board 
In compliance with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Boston 
University, I have undergone human subjects training through the Collaborative 
Institutional Training Initiative. Furthermore, I have cleared all interview plans and 
procedures with the IRB prior to conducting interviews. While the legal guardians 
of my informants have signed consent forms, verbal assent was obtained from 
children between the ages of seven and eleven, and I would have honored verbal 
dissent from any child who chose not to participate. Per IRB recommendations, 
all interview data was recorded anonymously and will be stored in a locked file. 
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The Interviews 
To begin this investigation, I interviewed eight children between the ages 
of four and eleven , all from Massachusetts or Rhode Island. Four of these 
children were girls, four were boys. Two had learned about non-Western music at 
some point in their education, six had not. However, it is unclear whether the two 
children who claimed to have learned about the music of other cultures actually 
had. When I asked them to elaborate, one said that she had learned about the 
music of England , and the other stated that he had learned about Spanish music. 
I do not mean to suggest that the first informant was lying. Rather, she was likely 
unaware that England is considered to be Western. 
Of course, in order to get a more accurate idea of how Disney's films 
affect children's perceptions of non-Western cultures, one would ideally need to 
interview a much larger population. The informants would also need to come 
from various parts of the country, with each age group equally represented. This 
particular study mostly serves to give us a sense of what the answers to the 
presented questions may be. 
During the interviews, I had my informants watch three selected Disney 
songs and their accompanying videos. The songs that were used were "Arabian 
Nights" from Aladdin, "The Circle of Life" from The Lion King, and "Honor to Us 
All" from Mu/an. These three songs were chosen because each of them occurs 
toward the beginning of the films and serves as an introduction to the setting. 
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Additionally, each of these songs incorporates non-Western musical 
characteristics to varying degrees. 
Each clip was preceded and followed by a set of questions. Further, the 
informants were encouraged to share any and all thoughts about the music that 
the interview questions may not have covered. In trying to avoid inadvertently 
suggesting responses to the children or intimidating them, I adopted Nicole 
Beaudry's methodology from "The Challenges of Human Relations in 
Ethnographic Inquiry: Examples from Artie and Subarctic Fieldwork," where she 
explained that "an attitude of receptivity to whatever people want to teach me is 
more revealing than a very focused approach."122 Most of the inquiries, therefore, 
were opened-ended and conversational, yet interspersed with some more 
focused questions. Due to the young age of my informants, I also instructed them 
that there were no wrong answers, and that they were allowed to say "I don't 
know" to any of the questions, or skip a question to move on to the next one. 
Incorporation of Non-Western Elements 
My first task was to access how children react to Disney's combinations of 
Western and non-Western musical elements. Do they perceive the Disney songs 
to be primarily included in the genre of Western popular/children's music, with 
perhaps an impression of the "other"? Or do the children trust in Disney as an 
122 Nicole Beaudry, "The Challenges of Human Relations in Ethnographic Inquiry: Examples from 
Arctic and Subarctic Fieldwork," In Shadows in the Field: New Perspectives for Fieldwork in 
Ethnomusicology, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
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authority figure to the extent that they believe that Disney is providing them with a 
complete and authentic cultural representation? 
To begin to address this issue, I asked each of the informants to think 
about the song they had just heard. "Where does it sound like that song might 
have been written?", I inquired. "Does it sound like it was probably written in 
China, or probably written around here, in America?"123 After each child 
responded, I asked them why they answered the way they did . The exact 
wording varied slightly depending on the age of the informant and how well they 
had comprehended my previous questions. Although this is not a perfect 
question, it at least gives me a sense of how authentic each child perceives the 
depiction to be, and perhaps most importantly: why. 
Here are the results: Out of the eight children , six thought that "Arabian 
Nights" sounded more Arabian than American, seven decided that ''The Circle of 
Life" sounded more African, and six guessed that "Honor to Us All" sounded 
mostly Chinese. Their reasons for their answers were particularly fascinating. 
These explanations fell into four main categories: no reason , comparative, 
trusting , and impressed by exoticness. 
The first of these categories is self- explanatory. Sometimes, especially 
with younger informants, the child would pass a judgment about the music and 
then tell me that there was no reason for their decision, or they would reply with "I 
123 The first location in this question varied, of course, depending on which song the child had just 
heard. The question was repeated after each of the three songs. 
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don't know." Or, the informant would stare at me blankly and with growing 
discomfort until I moved on to a different question. 
It should be noted, however, that no child said "I don't know" when asked 
where they thought the songs may have been composed. Each informant had an 
opinion (and often came to without extensive thinking) , regardless of whether or 
not they were able to explain how they came to their decision. This suggests to 
me that the dearth of explanations resulted more from the informants' inability to 
articulate their reasons than from the actual absence of reasons or impressions. 
The second category consists of comparative responses, which were 
made mainly by the older informants. In the comparative responses, the children 
made their decisions by comparing the Disney songs to other non-Western music 
that they knew. When discussing "Arabian Nights", for example, one eleven- year 
old boy decided that the song sounded Arab because "the instruments used in it 
sounded a lot like it and I've seen other Arabian movies, I've seen the prince of 
Persia." Likewise, a six year old girl indicated that the song sounded Arabian 
"because we don't live near Egypt and it sounded like Egypt because I've heard 
Egypt music before."124 
124 When I first asked her where she thought Aladdin was set, she replied "Yes, Egypt". When I 
explained that the movie is set in Saudi Arabia, she indicated that she had heard me and that she 
understood. However, she continued to refer to it as "Egypt" for the rest of the interview. One 
possible explanation for this association is that Egypt is depicted during the magic carpet ride 
scene, when Aladdin and Jasmine fly past the pyramids and the Sphinx. These visual 
representations of Egypt are easily recognizable to children , more so than pictures of Saudi 
Arabia. I suspect that these images caused the informant to associate Aladdin with Egypt. 
Another possible explanation is that "Saudi Arabia" is a longer name than "Egypt", and she may 
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The movie that the informant mentioned above, The Prince of Persia: 
Sands of Time is also a Disney film, though it is live-action rather than animated . 
Released in 2010, Disney's synopsis is as follows: 
A rogue prince reluctantly joins forces with a mysterious princess and together, they race 
against dark forces to safeguard an ancient dagger capable of releasing the Sands of 
Time, a aift from the gods that can reverse time and allow its possessor to rule the 
world. 125"' 
Prince of Persia's music was written by Harry Gregson-Williams, a prolific 
film composer. Like Aladdin, the score consists mainly of Western music, with the 
incorporation of Orientalist intervals such as augmented seconds to suggest non-
Western scales. Gregson-Williams was born in England, where he was 
classically trained , but he later lived in Alexandria, Egypt for four years. There, he 
taught underprivileged children everything from music to rugby. 
There were also informants who based their decision simply on the fact 
that the Disney movie had insinuated that the music came from a particular 
location. Many of the children decided that the music was authentic to the 
depicted cultures based on this trust. Here are just a few of these responses: 
• "because it's at Chinese" 
• "African because it's in the place" 
• "It came from there" 
These children seem to have made their decisions based on their view of 
have reverted back to referring to it as "Egypt" due to an inability to recall the correct name. 
125 
"About Prince of Persia: Sands of Time", Disney, 
http://adisney.go.com/disneypictures/princeofpersia/. 
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Disney as a credible source, believing that what they see in the films is either 
historically accurate or at least based on truth. Of course, Disney never explicitly 
tells the audience that the music they are hearing is authentic to the depicted 
culture. The movies are fictional, and Disney therefore has the freedom to use 
either Western or non-Western music as they please, depending on what they 
want the music to accomplish. However, the problem lies with the youthfulness of 
the audiences watching these films, and their limited ability to distinguish 
between fact and fiction. Since the images of these cultures are accompanied by 
music in the films, many children assume that the two are authentically linked as 
an inseparable whole. 
Lastly, there is the category of responses that were based on how foreign 
the music did or did not sound. Three children decided that the music was 
authentic to the depicted culture simply because it sounded exotic. Responses of 
this kind were often along the lines of "because we never hear that music here." 
The incorporation of non-English languages seems to have a profound 
effect on how exotic the children perceive the music to be. For example, nearly 
all of the informants commented on the use of Swahili in "The Circle of Life" , 
saying that it made the song sound authentically African because "the people 
here speak a different language that they don't." It was obvious that even the 
children who did not comment on the Swahili took notice of the language change, 
often humming along, and excitedly singing their own rendition of the Swahili 
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passage during and after the musical sample. 
What is particularly interesting is how the use of Swahili affected the 
informants' views of films other than The Lion King. The interviews were 
structured based on the chronological release of the films so that we looked at 
Aladdin first, then The Lion King, with Mu/an last. Two of the eight children 
decided that "Honor to Us All" sounded Western, and both of them referenced 
language in their explanation, saying that the music did not sound foreign 
because it was written entirely in English. "Arabian Nights" is also written entirely 
in English, however, yet none of the informants mentioned this fact. It seems that 
they did not see language as a factor until hearing "The Circle of Life". Although it 
may have made more sense to look at "The Circle of Life" last for this reason, 
these results speak to the efficacy of using a non-English language to create the 
impression of foreignness and authenticity for children. 
The second issue that invites discussion is children's perception of 
questionable lyrics in Disney's film music. As discussed in chapter two, both 
"Arabian Nights" and "Honor to Us All" contain passages that can be considered 
controversial. "Arabian Nights" references violence and barbarism, while "Honor 
to Us All" describes a woman's worth as being dependent on her ability to be a 
good wife and to bear sons. 
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How do these controversial lyrics affect young viewers? Do they influence 
children's perceptions of the depicted cultures, or of their own culture? Or, is the 
text lost in the music, overshadowed by the visual imagery and orchestration? 
It was difficult to approach this subject without inadvertently suggesting 
answers to the informants. The very mention of violence or gender inequality 
would bring the children's attention to these topics, therefore obscuring whether 
or not they had noticed the presence of these issues in the first place. Therefore, 
I simply asked "what did you think about the words?" after each song.126 While 
the answers varied, none of the informants mentioned either the issue of violence 
or female subjugation. Most of their comments about the words were judgment 
calls such as "I thought that they were a little cool and a little like dance-y", or 
about what the words reminded them of. 
The children's answers indicated that the music does indeed overshadow 
the text in these examples, and that no particular words were memorable. For 
"Honor to Us All", some of the children said that the words were "kind of 
understandable" (but not totally), or they complained that there were far too many 
of them. 
For "Arabian Nights", the children also indicated that the text was not 
comprehensible. "I love it. .. I don't understand what they're saying" explained one 
six year old, a sentiment that a four year old child expressed as well. Both these 
126 Exact wording varied slightly. For example, if a child looked at me with sheer confusion after 
being asked about the words, I would elaborate by saying "do you remember any of them?" 
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informants said that the song made them feel frightened , because "it's kinda like 
scary music. " Neither of these children was able to articulate what it was about 
the music that scared them. It seems that for "Arabian nights", the orchestration 
is prominent enough to distract the children from the text. This does not mean 
that Disney music is innocent of disseminating Orientalist cultural representations 
and reinforcing stereotypes. Rather, it means that these particular did 
consciously pick up on some of the aspects of the song. 
Fieldwork Complications 
There were several obstacles to overcome while completing the interviews 
for this research. The primary obstacles were the young age and the introversion 
of the informants. Although some of the children had met me before, I was still an 
unfamiliar adult to most of them.127 More importantly, the children were not used 
to being asked such specific questions about their musical opinions, especially in 
an interview format. I tried my best to make the interviews feel informal, making 
the informants feel at ease, but many were still overcome with shyness. This 
made it difficult to extract candid answers, or any answers at all. Most of the 
questions were open-ended , and I was cautious not to suggest answers to the 
children-but many times I asked a question and was answered by a one-word 
response or a blank stare. 
127 Two of the children knew me because I had previously worked with their mother; one knew me 
because his mother had previously been my mother's roommate. The other children had never 
met me. 
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Similarly, embarrassment was also an issue. One of the first questions I 
asked my informants was whether or not they had ever learned about music of 
other countries, either in school or elsewhere. Although I had made it known that 
there were no wrong answers and that I simply wanted to know their personal 
opinions, this question proved to be more upsetting than I had anticipated. Two 
of the children had a strong emotional response when asked this question. One 
of them left the room; the other was about to, and told me that she was not what I 
was looking for. 128 Both children decided to do the interview with very little 
persuasion, but their embarrassment at their lack of musical education was 
troubling. 
The presence of distractions proved to be problematic as well. These 
distractions were not so much physical as they were mental. One boy in 
particular found it absolutely impossible to focus after seeing the clip from Mu/an. 
Instead of answering the questions that I asked , all of his responses were about 
how he wanted to see the rest of the movie so he could see the soldier with 
whom Mulan would become romantically involved. 129 Even after I showed him a 
picture of the soldier, Shang, he still could not concentrate. Therefore, I was 
unable to get many useful answers from him about the film. Several children 
were also distracted by the plot of The Lion King, and wanted to tell me how the 
128 Both of these children have Asperger's Syndrome and have a history of volatile behavior. This 
is one possible explanation for their strong reactions. 
129 Since "Honor to Us All" does not occur at the onset of the film , I gave the children a brief 
explanation before showing them the clip. This particular informant asked additional questions 
about plot developments that would occur after the end of the clip. Therefore, I told him about the 
character of Shang , and his eventual involvement with Mulan. 
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story unfolds instead of talking about the music. The reason I did not encounter 
this problem as much when dealing with Aladdin is likely the fact that "Arabian 
Nights" serves to introduce the setting but does not show any of the main 
characters. The plot involving the main characters, therefore, seemed to be the 
most memorable aspect of the video clips to these young children. 
The fact that the children lacked a sophisticated musical vocabulary also 
made the interviews difficult. The eldest informant talked about the use of 
instruments in the three songs, but the rest of the children were unable to 
articulate their thoughts using musical language. 
In fact, some of the informants' answers did not seem to make sense at 
all. For example, one five-year old child said about "The Circle of Life": "It was 
like way in the 50's ... I mean way in the 100's." This could have been a rating 
system, it could-have referred to how long ago the film was set, or it could have 
meant something entirely different. I was reminded of Ellen Koskoff's "The Music-
Network: A Model for the Organization of Music Concepts" where "although 
problems of translation were largely eliminated, those of interpretation 
remained. "13° For me, however, creating music networks would not help me to 
understand some of my informants' answers, since the information was so 
sparse. I simply had to accept this confusion as a product of working with young 
children. 
130 Ellen Koskoff, 'The Music-Network: A Model for the Organization of Music Concepts." 
Ethnomusico/ogy 26:3: 353-370. 
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I examined my informants' responses in terms of how they 
relate to the issues of cultural representation in Aladdin, The Lion King, and 
Mu/an. Although my informants were not consciously aware of Disney's 
problematic lyrics of the issues of representation at hand, this does not lessen 
the presence of Orientalism in the films. Of course, this research requires more 
interviews, as well as informants from more diverse backgrounds. It may even be 
beneficial to conduct these interviews with children of Arab, African, and Chinese 
heritage, to see their insights on how their own cultures are being depicted and 
marketed to them. 
This research also says a great deal about our attitudes in academia 
toward children. We tend to ignore them, forgetting that they constitute a large 
part of our culture-and any other culture. They are a distinct group of people, 
yet scholars (including Ethnomusicologists) tend to avoid them. This is made 
evident by my informants' discomfort during the interviews. Even extroverted 
children were taken aback, not used to being in a situation where their opinion is 
the only opinion of interest. Yet if we are to understand Disney's effects on 
American culture, we cannot ignore the part of the culture that they target: the 
children. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
This thesis has examined the representations of non-Western cultures 
found in Aladdin, The Lion King, and Mu/an in terms of the influence of 
Orientalism, Exoticism, child aesthetics, political relationships, and Walt Disney's 
ideologies. Each of the three films contained an array of Orientalist images, 
musical signifiers, and character types, while also Anglicizing the protagonists in 
Aladdin and The Lion King in order to enable the audience to identify with them 
more easily. These Orientalist representations angered critics, and highl ighted 
the importance of collaborations with members of the depicted cultural groups. 
In looking at research from the fields of child aesthetics and 
developmental psychology, however, we can hypothesize that some of the 
inaccuracies in Disney's representations may have been included in order to 
maximize the appeal of the films specifically to an audience of Western children. 
While Disney's representations are troublesome nonetheless, research in 
cognitive science has helped shed some light on the company's possible 
intentions. 
To explore the Walt Disney Company's intentions even further, this thesis 
has also looked at the role of Walt Disney's personal ideologies during the 
company's early years. While there are ample sources regarding Disney's life 
and philosophies, the extent to which employees in the 1990's strove to adhere 
to his principles is unclear. This ambiguity is due mainly to the fact that Aladdin, 
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The Lion King, and Mu/an were written during a time when the Disney film 
department was under new management and was in the process of reinventing 
itself. Incoming film directors began to break away from the previous attempts to 
follow Walt Disney's expressed ideologies, in order to make decisions more 
independently. This does not mean that Disney's original focus of profit over 
morality had been discarded. If anything, it appears that this business philosophy 
was re-adopted during the Disney Renaissance, when the team was more 
determined than ever to create high-grossing films. What was abandoned, 
perhaps, was Walt Disney's goal to overtly promote "wholesomeness" in his 
works. 
Given this shift away from Disney's founding principles, the role of 
individuals becomes more significant. I have therefore explored the backgrounds 
and past projects of the composers who worked on the films, to better assess 
their strategies and intentions. Since Disney is an American company that is 
populated by mainly American employees and primarily caters to American 
audience, I have also looked at the US' political relationships with Saudi Arabia , 
Africa, and China in the years leading up to the 1990's. These relationships may 
have affected Disney employees' views of the cultures in question , and these 
political ideologies may have presented themselves in the films or affected the 
ways in which these geopolitical "Others" were represented. 
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Lastly, this thesis has assessed the perspectives of children aged four 
through eleven through the examination of interviews. While limited to a very 
select group, these interviews demonstrated some possible responses of 
children to Disney's depictions of non-Western cultures, and which aspects of the 
music are most distinctive to audiences in this age group. 
Regardless of Disney's intentions, their inaccurate representations and 
their perpetuation of racial stereotypes have the potential to negatively affect 
children's views of other cultures and cause children of the depicted cultures to 
feel self-conscious or discriminate against. For future projects in which Disney 
portrays a non-Western culture, the company would benefit greatly from 
collaborating with members of the culture in question. This would help prevent 
them from representing the cultures in ways that members of that culture would 
find offensive and racist. Additionally, it might be helpful for Disney or any other 
children's media company to designate someone who is familiar with the 
concepts of Orientalism and Exoticism to oversee future projects. Having an 
employee who is responsible for consciously examining whether or not cultures 
are being portrayed ethically and fairly can help prevent children's media 
companies from perpetuating offensive racial or cultural stereotypes. 
Certainly, the manner in which they depict non-Western cultures is an 
issue of which Disney needs to be aware. The ideologies of Disney films are 
broadcasted to millions of children, an audience that is particularly 
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impressionable and that is still forming their view of the world around them. In 
fact, it is for this reason that children's music in general demands further 
attention. With a multitude of bands, films, television shows, and miscellaneous 
companies producing children's music, attention needs to be paid to the 
messages that are being communicated to young listeners. The representation of 
non-Western musical cultures in Disney films is just the tip of the iceberg; now 
the rest of the genre must be explored. 
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